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ued story and gains a real perspective in
understanding how the high school has de¬
veloped simultaneously with the* year hook
itself until it has reached the high stand¬
ard of ideals, scholarship, activities and
physical equipment which it now possesses.
It is veiv evident that our paper never
could have attained its present degree of
excellence had it not been for the splendid
<(oprration of our advertisers who last
year numbered one hundred and thirtylive .
No other paper which we receive has
so large an advertising department.
Not
< uly do the merchants of Scar boro and of
surrounding towns sup|>ort us in this re¬
spect hut also many friends of the school
give us complimentary ads, showing their
real interest in the success of our animal.
The least that wo can do in return is to
thank each one who has contributed in this
cuts.
way and to urge every reader to read the
In reading these numbers in consecutive
ads carefully and to patronize our adver¬
older, one gets the impression of a contin¬
tisers whenever possible.

Many successful enterprises have had
their origin in simple fashion and amid
humble surroundings.
Your editor has
found this to he true with Tiik Fori:
Cornkbs.
Recently he has collected a
copy of each issue since the paper was first
published and in reading them many inter¬
esting things have lieen brought to his
attention.
The first issue* of Tiik Fori: Corners
was published in the year 1912 and was a
volume of thirty-five pages.
The paper
lias steadily grown during the seventeen
ycais of its infancy and earlv youth and is
just emerging into adulthood not only in
respect to size hut in the quality of its
make-up. The 1928 issue contained sev¬
enty-six pages, including well-balanced de¬
partmental sections, a large advertising
section, and nineteen pictures and seven
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GOOD DISCIPLINE

CORNERS
reading of such a book?

Nothing that is

in a large measure upon the individual

worthwhile.
The reading of good books and the play¬

conduct of its members not alone at the

ing of good music are somewhat the same.

school (lining school hours but elsewhere

Many times people who play some musical

Tlu- well-being of any school depends

during their connection with the school.

instrument pick out a piece of jazz to play

\\ hilt' it

simply because it is more easily executed

is essentially the duty of the

piineipal and teachers to direct and to

and its rhythm easy to master.

gov< rn the student body in the everyday

same amount of time were spent on some

i»

mine of school work and discipline, and

classical or semi-classical selection, a better

t<

h :d the student to cultivate truthful-

knowledge and appreciation of good music

in v , s ■ * I i * control, a proper sense of right

If the

and its technique would be developed.

end wiong, and an interest in the moral

Let us develop our abilities to appreciate

. tun sphere of the school, it is the duty of

good reading so that we may well and

of the student body to comply

proudly sav, “I have gained, and am able

whole-lie artedlv with such a program and

to understand and appreciate good, worth¬
while books.”

• n h me mb

v

to b.lh.w the “rules of the game,'’ both
"

i111i11

and

outside the school.

No school

* aii lunetion to its highest degree of effi<

m nov unless

"•iih
■ *»i

the desire for its well-being

In in within the student hoily and
desire and the proper reaction to it

i< ntitutes

the

real

keynote

to

good

discipline.

LET’S READ BETTER BOOKS
When

we visit a

library and glance

through the many shelves of hooks, good
end bad, what sort of a book do we pick
cut to read i
Does the mere glamor of an
attractive title or the lure of some welladvertised book of modern fiction interest
us most, or do we look through the books
and choose one which we know will he of
st ine real benefit to us {
More often we
are inclined to choose the ones of the
former sort, perhaps because they arc
easier to understand and more quickly
read.
But what have we gained after the

STUDENT CITIZENS
Students of a school are in reality much
the same as citizens of a country, and
should be as loyal to it as a good citizen is
to his country. The school is a good train¬
ing for the future citizens of the country
and should hold the same respect that the
country does in the citizen’s life.
A good citizen is a person who does
more than reside in a certain community.
He is a person who shows an interest in
the activities of the community and who
works for its betterment, at every oppor¬
tunity.
He is always ready to help the
church, school or other civic organization
and does these things for other than a
purely selfish motive. He is a person who
is able to see far enough ahead to know
that improvements to the community are
things which will benefit it in the end if
not at the present time.
He knows that
such improvements are wise future invest¬
ments. He is the sort of a person who
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does not kick at a slight raise in his taxes

terment of their school along tin* lines of

for some improvement which raises the

scholastic

valuation of the property in the town or

and civic leadership: as a far-seeing citizen

community many times what it was previ¬

takes a genuine pride in his community, so

ous to this improvement.

should pupils be “student citizens," and

This applies in the same way to the stu¬
dents in a school.

In order for them to

achievement,

athletic

honors,

give their best endeavors to their tasks in
school, so that they may hold tin* respect

show themselves real citizens they must

and admiration which everyone has for a

always work for the development and bet¬

good citizen.

SENIORS
UR 13AIN A R 'HAM13AULT
Valedictorian; Editorial Hoard of Four Corners (2
3, I).
'Like

the

sword-play of a master-fencer, swift,
direct, sure."

It is an achievement to have come, in
Frenchie did, a very small Freshman, not know¬
ing a word of English, to learn Algebra and
Science and History while still smuggling with
the language, and to learn them well. Urbain
has done more. He has outdistanced all his
classmates. We know we’ll hear of h's suc¬
cess at college.

HERN I UK T1III3KAU
III Cluli Work (2. 3. I) ; Glee Club (3. I)
'.<A<

a

rlnsler

of daffodils, lighting
shade.”

the

woodsy

Ib r is one who is very clever at “Tripping
the light fantastic.” Although she is quiet
ami self-effacing, you will find that she is never
too busy or too concerned with other things to
be a good and loyal friend.

NORMAN MORSE
Third Honor; Ml Club Work (2. 3, 1); P.askotball
2 3 4 Captain I); Cross-Country 2 3, 1) ;
Captain (4); Swimming (3); President of
Athletic Association (4); S» nior Drama (4);
Editor of Four Corners (4) ; Assistant Editor
(3) ; Prize Speaking (4) ; Class President (3).

( , . .

(,

Like a moss-bound pool, unruffled by the winds, but
Hashing under intermittent shafts of sunlight

Mossy has taken part in every school activ¬
ity, and has never failed to make lrs part an
extremely creditable one. Easy or difficult,
everyday or eventful, he has done them all In
an unassuming, seemingly leisurely way, which
has made him many friends.

i

■

T ■

ERNEST ROWLEY
4-11 Club Work (1. 2. 3. 4) ; Prize Speaking: (3.

1) :

Basketball (1. 2. 3. 4) : Cross-Country (1. Man¬
ager 3);

Senior Drama

(4);

Class

President

(4).
"Like an arrow, tipped with bright feathers.”

When Shrimp gets the ball, it travels fast
and straight for the basket. He is also an able
speaker, and efficient class leader, and a gen¬
eral good fellow.

RACHEL SHAW
Peering: High

(1. 2): Public Speaking

» •

ond Prize 4) : Senior Drama t I » : > :
brarian (3. 4) ; Basketball (3) ; Si or*

4
»'l

Sec¬
Li¬

: try of

Athletic Association t 4 j ; Joke Editor ( 1 >

Dice

Club (3. 4).
"Like the Queen's garden, patterned with r’<■

* of

infinite charm amt variety."

Rachel has shown herself versatile. Her
fine performance in the class play and the prize
speaking contests, her helpful work as school
librarian—these are only a hint of her many
conquests.

STANLEY PEDERSON

.

4-11 Club Work

(2. 3):

Public Speaking

Second Prize 3. First Prize

3,

5.

1> : County Kepiv-

sentative (4) ; District Oratorical Contest

(4) ;

Basketball Manager (4): Track Manager <3;:
Cross-Country (4) ; Treasurer of Athletic Asso¬
ciation (4): Class President (1) ; Salutatorian.
"Like the sparkling brook, tumbling in joyous spray
over vainly obstructing rocks."

On the platform, whether in a drama or in a
reading. Stan is in his element. His very
able and finished speaking has added greatly
in the contests. Moreover, as he does this well,
so does he everything he tackles. “Pete,” too.
is going to college.

JOSEPH LIBBY
l-ll Club Work (2, 3, 1) ; President of Poultry Club
(•!);

Prize Speaking

(1, 2). Basketball

(2, 3,

1) ; Cross-Country (4) ; Track (3, 1).
"Like an eagle, soaring, swooping, silently gliding.’’

When he really wants anything he goes after
it and usually gets it. He has been a great
point-getter in Searboro's track and basketball
games. That center will be hard to fill.

CLARA STOREY
i ll

<Mub

Work

(2.

I);

Senior Drama

(4);

Glee

(Mnb <3. 4).
Like a field of happily nodding daisies”

The power of happiness is great. Clara has
a way of being happy and cheery, never letting
tin worries of this affect her too much. We
hear that she enjoys the out-of-doors even to
the extent of taking long walks.

WALTER DOUGLAS
4-11 (hub

Work

(1. 2, 3. 4);

Prize Speaking

(3);

Cross-Country (3, I) ; Basketball (3. 4) ; Senior
Drama (4).
"Like a pine tree, straight and sturdy. growing ever
upward toward the light.”

Walter is a conscientious student and a loyal
school citizen. His faithful work in basketball
is the sort that backs a good team. We expect
his Club Work to be a start at successful mod¬
ern farming.

t

P
m

ELMER SAWYER
4-H Club Work (1. 2. 3. 4 ).
"Like the woods in Sprint/, when' rrarklin(/ brown
leaves lull] hide the arbutus beneath them.'”

While the rest of the world watches the
P.csident fish. Dave is tusy with his rifle, giv¬
ing his supreme attention to his own bag of
game. You may l:e sure he fills it.

DELIA SMITH
t-ll Club Work (2, 3, 4> ; Basketball Man
Editorial Hoard of Korn Cornu us <
Club (3. 4).
"Like the blue sky of June in its ehc<

i/ b<

i (3);
< v : C.lee
'

« ne-

Delia has come many miles from her home
in Harrison to attend Scarboro High. We are
glad she has, for she is a pleasant person to
have around, as well as an efficient. < .ireful
worker. Her faithfulness should make her a
fine teacher.

■gf.

-*

CLAYTON URQUHART
4-11 Club Work (2. 3. 4) ; Basketball (4).
"Like a sturdy oak tree, offering pleasant shade.”

When this tall, young husky decided to play
basketball, he added a real stlength to the
team. Harvey has a fund of common sense and
a standard of values which should always
guide his judgments wisely.

SIFTIN’

Diane:

PRETTY

No, not yet, hut you just he

patient and I’ll he ready presently.
.1 Phnj in Three. Acts

Gerald (grumbling): Presently! That’s

CHARACTERS

what she always says.

Mr. William Conway .... An English millionaire
Mrs Beverley Conway . His wife
Diane Conway . Their beautiful daughter
Herald Conway . . Her brother
Claire Appleby . Gerald's sweetheart
Robert Wardley . Diane’s lover
The Robbers:
Johnny Simms .... alias “Night-hawk Johnny”
Jimmy Kelly . alias “Diamond Jimmy”
Policemen and other robbers.
Time: Present.
Place: London
Scene:
Conway’s
living-room;
“London
Charlie’s Cafe.”

I never could fix this tie.
(Diane comes clown

the stairs hum¬

ming.)
Diane:

There, now I’m all ready. Oh,

Gerald, you look so funny trying to fix that
tie.

Wait, I’ll fix it.

There!

Don’t you

want some rouge and lipstick on?

You

look awfully pale and you know Claire will
be there.

ACT I

Hang it, all, of

course, this had to be the maid’s night off.

Did you know she’s going to

spend the night with us after Mrs. Hilton’s
Scknk I.

(’onway’s living-room—Night

(A large library table stands in the
center of the room.
In one corner stands
a large piano with a tall lamp beside it.
A magnificent carpet is spread on the floor,
deadening all sound of footsteps. A huge
chandelier hangs from the ceiling.
Fancy
silk curtains of old rose are hung at the
windows. There is a huge fireplace facing
the front door. No one is in the room
when the curtain rises.)
Enter Gerald.
Gerald
read v ?

(calling):

dance,

and

Robert’s coming over,

and

Mama and Daddy’s coming home at half
past eleven, they said.

So you must look

as nice as possible.
Gerald (groaning) :

Oh, all right, if

you say so I s'pose I must—only can the
chatter for a while, will you, and hustle
up.
Diane (sighing):

Oh, Gerald, Gerald,

when will you learn to use better English?
Diane!

Are you

What would Mama say, if she could hear
vou!
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(('nils over shoulder as she runs off
stage):

Wait till l get my wraps, like a

dear hoy.
(Jerald:

Yes. forever, 1 suppose.

Diane enters.
Diane:
Gerald:

I'm all ready.
Let's go.
(And they both

run off stage.)
(Curtain)
Scene II.

('onway's living-room

Same night.

(The lights are otf and

iht moon is shining in through the win¬
dows.

Night-hawk Johnny and Diamond

Jimmy enter through window.)
Jimmy:
swell chance.

Sh-h!

If this ain't some

I wonder where that pretty

little ‘‘million" is ?
Johnny: I'll say this is our chance,
a wright.
The old man and his dame's
gone and we seen the kid go. I'd like to
lay my mitts on them pearls of Mrs. Con¬
way's. Oh. boy! And how!
( Both go around the house on tip-toes.)
Johnny: Hey! Gimme the flash. I
want ta see what time ut is. The kids'll
be home bv half-past nine. Yumpin' yimminy!
It's twenty past now.
Jimmy: Pst! Duck! Quick! Here
comes the kids.
(They hide behind the piano just in
time.)
( Enter Gerald, Diane and Claire.)
Gerald (switching lights on):
Well,
girls, seems nice to be home again, doesn't
it'

Jolmnv: Leave ut ta me!
1 11 turn
the lights off, and let 'em scream a while.
Then—well, you know the rest.
Claire: Oh, 1 had such a wonderful
time.
( ) awns.)
Oh-h-hum !
W bat s
that ( Oh!
(She screams.)
Diane:
What — what's the matter,
Claire ?
Claire: Oh, 1 saw something; I'm sure
1 did.
( Lights go out.)
Ob, oh. nb. Ger¬
ald. what ails those lights'
Jimmv (coming out from behind the
piano): Don't make a noise.
(Claire starts to scream but he claps a
hand over her mouth.)
Jimmy:

Better not scream !

(Gerald, seeing Jimmy about to take
('laire's engagement ring, forgot < the re¬
volver and springs at Jimmy, only t<> get a
smashing blow on the head from Johnny.)
Johnny: Guess you'll know U*m<t next
time, old top.
( Diane runs ever to (Jerald bu* Johnny
catches her and shouts to Jimm\ ' : Hurry
to “London Charlie's."
(They run off stage.)
(Curtain)
Scene III.

Conway's living-room

Same night.
(Gerald is lying uncon¬
scious on the floor. Somebody knocks on
the front door and receives no answer.
Robert Ward ley enters.)
Robert:

Hello, everybody!

ly he spies his friend.)

(Sudden¬

Aha. what's this '

Gerald, Gerald, what's happened?
Exit Robert.

((Jer¬

Diane: Yes, and Mama and Daddy
will be home soon.

ald only sighs.

In a little

Jimmy (poking Johnny): Some pips,
eh' Boy. look at the diamonds. Say,
when do we start

He kneels beside Gerald and places the
glass to his lips. Gerald sits up, dazed.

while he re-enters with a glass of water.

He looks around him and sees Robert.)

15
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(Jerald:
Where am I?
Where are
they ? uLondon ('hnrlie's!" Diane! Claire!
Robert: What do you mean, old chap?
Have Diane and ('laire been kidnapped'
(Jerald:
Oh, yes!
I remember now.
Two thieves tried to rob us and when they
tried to lake Claire's ring, I jumped on one
< f 'em hut the other one* hit me over the
head and they grabbed ('laire and Diane
and went off.
1 rt member one of ’em
said:
“London (’harlie’s.”
I have it !
They must have taken the girls to “London
Charlie's (’ale."
(’all the police, quick,
and we'll go after 'em.
( Reherr steps to the telephone and takes
down receiver.)
Robert (over phone):
Police Headquart* is. please, and hurry.
ILdlo. Police
11< adquart(*rs ' Semi some men up to two
t\v< niy-two South Street, (puck.
(Slams
down n reiver. )
Wouldn't 1 just love to
have diem both by their necks.
I'd knock
d<e ^Millin' out of 'em.
If they dare take
Diane's pearls I gave her. I'll kill 'em.
I bex’ll j rnhahly hold 'em for ransom,
i A knock en the front door.)
j

* 'I ieenu n now.

1 here’s the

drab your gun. (.Jerald,

and come on.
(Jirald:

I don't feel much like it, but

we'll do, Chief.
for ransom.

aii'll do you good.

a millionaire.

He's

We'll git the million, boy,

or we'll keep the gal, eh?
Night-hawk Johnny (approaching the
girls):

Well, my pretties, let's see what

valuables you got on them purtv little fingcis a yourn.

(Takes Claire’s hand.)

Oh, my, if here ain't a diamond.

Now,

s'posen you just give me that .for a Christ¬
mas present er suinpin’, eh?

(Claire

struggles vainly.
Somebody pounds oil
the door and the guard enters.)
(Juard:
Heat it, quick! The cops are
coinin’.
A whole carload of ’em just
stopped out here.
Diamond Jimmy:
Hullygee!
Hide
the wimmin. (Jit cha guns ready and—
(The door suddenly bursts open and the
policemen enter, pointing their guns at tin.*
robbeis.)
Policeman: I lands up, all of you. (The
robbers hold their hands up while the
policemen put the handcuffs on them.
Robert rushes to Diane and Gerald to
('laire. They cut the ropes and the girls
fall into their arms.)
(Curtain)

Hurry up! The

(Tliev run out.)
act i i i:

(('urtain)
Suicnk:

ACT II
Soi wk:

You sec that party one?

Well, she's old guy Conway’s gal.

I'll do anything for ('laire and Sis.
Robert (impatiently') :

We'll hold these wimmin

At ‘ London Charlie's Cafe" in
the underworld of London

( Diane and (’laire are sitting in chairs,
bound and gagged.
The robbers arc sit¬
ting around a table, talking and drinking.)
Diamond Jimmy:

I’ll tell you what

Conway’s living-room

(Mr. and Mrs. Conway have returned
and arc waiting for their children.
Mr.
Conway paces the Hoor nervously, while
Mrs. Conway sits weeping.)
Mr. Conway (breaking the silence):
Where under the heavens are those chil¬
dren?
They knew we were coming at
half-past eleven and here it is twelve
o’clock.
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Mrs. Conway (between sobs) : Oh, dear,
oh, dear, w-what will we do?
they he?

Where can

Oh. maybe somebody's kid¬

napped them.

Oh. oh, oh (and she bursts

hang the English now. can t you ?
the cockeyed-world we

are

1 11 tell

si11in pretty.

(Mrs. Conway faints as the curtain
falls.)
F. E. L. and II. M. F.. '•> 1.

into fresh tears).
Mr. Conway:

Good heavens, woman,

don't sit there bawling:.
Mrs. Conway:

Do something.

UNKNOWN RICHES

William, why don't you
All old houses have some tradition that

call the police'
Mr. Conway:

Hang the police.

They

ain't no good!
Mrs. Conway:

Why, William Conway,

vou just said “ain't.'7

^ on use the worst

is dear to someone.

This house was a

beautiful old colonial house.
everything attractive about it.

1 hen* was
It sat hack

from the main road of travel nearly a
A wide graveled path

English and you're one of the richest men

quarter of a mile.

in England.

led straight to tin* front door.

On cither

(Somebody knocks on the door.)

side of the path were tall maple live* that

Mr. Conway:

dropped their shadows on it and in whose

that

(

Good heavens, what's

( Rushes to door and opens it. Some

tops the birds chattered, seeming ' * bid

policemen and Diane, Gerald. Robert and

you welcome when you came in.

Claire enter.)

bouse itself was pure white with lmuc pil¬

Well, of all things.

have you children been

(

Where

Tell us all about

lars on either side of tin* door.

I be
< hi tin*

left side, overlooking a narrow st n . m ot

it.
Gerald (scratching his head) :

M i ll,

when we came home, two robl>ers stepped
out from behind

the

piano

‘‘Don't you make any noise."

and

said:

But of

course, the girls had to scream and one of
’em tried to take Claire's ring and I
jumped for him, and the other one hit me
on the head. When I came to. Bob was
standing over me. Then we called the po¬
lice and raided “London Charlie’s,” and
now the whole gang of *em*s in jail and
we're sittiir pretty once more.
Mrs. Conway (gasping): Gerald, what
have I told you about using better English,
and your father one of the wealthiest men
in England. What will our social friends
think
1 don't know what—
Mr. Conway: Oh, for heaven’s sake,

water, was a large piazza.

( oni'lWrtable

chairs and several tables wen* >o,itrend
about on it. All around tin* house were
wide, (veil lawns and more shade' trees.
Behind it were two large barns, also sev¬
eral small cabins, where the slaves lived.
The old place bad an atmosphere of wel¬
come and of cheerfulness about it.
This was tin* home of Thomas Greene
and bis family.
He was not a poor man ;
nor was be bv anv means rich, but be was
very proud. He had reason to he proud,
lie had a splendid old southern homestead,
whose value was much increased by the
traditions surrounding it.
Ir was said
that George Washington had often visited
here.
To Thomas’ grandfather lie had
made some trilling gifts still treasured by
Thomas, who would not have parted with
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th(‘in for all the nmncv in I lie world.—a

horse was in front of the piazza.

whip with a gold handle, inscribed with

rider did not get off, hut spoke a few quick

The

Washington's initials, a saddle, and a gun.

words from his saddle.

These were all laid away in the attic*, along

“Every able-bodied man must get out at

with an old spinning wheel, several pic¬

once and fight for the cause of the South!

tures, and an old cradle, about which no

Fnion armies tire being rushed down.

one cared in the least.

must fight!”

Thomas Greene, now a man of past

fhe rider was off again

middle age, was justly proud, too, of his

questions could he asked.

tine' family of two girls and four hovs.

and getting his things ready.

Hairy,
hoys:

Dick and doe were the older

Mary

and

Edith

wen*

younger.

agement

mained

his own

Thomas was up
Early the

Ned had left to fight in the Confederate
Army.

on

before any

next morning all the men folks except old

Harry had taken a good deal of the man¬
of the plantation

We

Besides the old slave there re¬
only

Mrs.

Greene,

Mary

and

shoulders, the' other hoys doing their share

Edith, and the negro mammies and chil¬

of the work,

dren.

'filings had begun to prosper.

I.aige r crops of sugar and tobacco were be¬

The happy household was turned to

sorrow.

The

Throughout the period of the war, and

skives because they were* happy there and

after, things had gone from bad to worse.

ing raised and sent down the river.

k vc d the ir master, worked as industriously

The crops spoiled because old Ned wasn’t

a- the hoys of the family.

able to take care of them.

Indeed, Ned,

the old slave' who had lived on the planta¬

In the first

year of the struggle Dick had been brought

tion all his life, was just like one of the

home wounded so badly that the old doctor

The homestead was prosperously
happy, and Harry was waiting only a little
longer before lie* took a certain sedate little
maiden as his wife.
Dn this certain evening, after supper, a
number of the young folks from the neigh¬
boring plantations had come to spend the
evening and wen* playing tennis on the
lawn.
Father and Mother were sitting on
the piazza. Mother reading and Father
smoking his pipe and enjoying the beauti¬
ful sunse t.
Kverything was quiet and
pe aceful. The sun had gone down behind
the trees.
The whippoorwill had begun
his evening song. The young voices echoed
and rang through the air.
Suddenly the* sound of a horse galloping
was heard on the path. In an instant the

sorrowfully told them he'd always be a

family.

cripple.

The girls were broken-hearted.

Dick worried because the crops were going
to waste, but Mother laughed and tried to
cheer them up, when she was near them.
Nobody knew how she suffered and how
she spent her nights in tears.
She ex¬
pected to hear at any time that her hus¬
band or one of the other sons had been
killed. Thackeray says that war “takes
the blood of men and the tears of women.”
He means that while men suffer bodily the
women suffer in spirit, and tlicir courage
in bearing sorrow is as great as that of
men. Mother Greene tried not to let them
know how scarce the food was, making the
best excuses she could invent for having
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Toward the end of the

"Sir!" came a voice from the doorway.

war they were living on johnny-cake and

Thev looked up, to sec Thomas standing

corn, which they worked in the fields to

there.

such small meals.

"Sir. your presumption is groat.

They were reduced to poverty. Hut

F n a bashed by Colonel Greenes very ap¬

all the men were still safe, and in that they

parent anger, the man who had spoken

were happy.

approached the owner.

raise.

Joe and Harry had been

wounded but not seriously and were still
fighting.
At last the war was ended. The men
had returned home. Hut now, two years
after the peace, they still struggled with
poverty. Their crops had been destroyed,
everything was run down. They had no
money to buy seed.
Nevertheless, they
would not give in. Several men from the
North had wanted to buy the plantation,
but proud Thomas would not consent; he
would find some way out before he would
sell the house that had been in his family
so many years.
Nearly the whole was
mortgaged, but he hoped to borrow money
to buy seed, then pay off the mortgage1.
For two years he had tried to lmrrow. but
everyone was as hard put as himself. No
one had had money to lend. Still Thomas
would not sell at some of the enormous
prices lie was offered.
So things stood one day in early spring
two years after the war. The family was
away; no one was at home except the
negroes.
Two men, strangers, appeared at the
house. Abruptly they put aside old Ned
and entered. They went all through the
house, poking everywhere, then up to the
attic.
They found the things that be¬
longed to Washington. These they were
just laying aside as valueless when old
Ned, who had followed them up and was
proudly telling the story of the souvenirs,
made them change their minds.
“We'd better have those, 1 reckon." said
one of them.

"You're Mr. Greene? We want those
pieces, and want them a lot.
vi on won t
stand out. I'm sure.
Don! you need the
money ( I pay high."
Thomas bad never felt tempted at Fir¬
mer oilers for the gifts,
lie bad never
considered selling.
Now, however, lie
stood trying to convince himself that be
must sell them for the sake oi his lamily.
“Gome now, they do you no good
know." the man was urging.

you

"Maybe you all better ei\o tin " tip,
Marse Greene," old Ned put in. only
Thomas knew at what eilort.
"No .... No. I’ll find anotIn i
ty.
answered Thomas Greene at last.
But the men were not listening.
Some¬
thing caught their eye away back umbt tin*
eaves. Already they were eagerly examin¬
ing the old cradle, looking at tin dates
carved on the rocker.
‘‘Bob, do you see that ?
H»4o !
In |o !
And in perfect condition ! We're in luck.
Mr. Greene, you'll sell, won't you ( Never
mind the whip and the saddle.
Hut this!
Say you'll sell."
So the bargain was made.
Thomas
Greene, who thought they were crazy to
offer throe hundred dollars for the dis¬
carded cradle, gladly accepted. Then lie
showed them some old pictures that bad
been carefully wrapped up in heavy paper
and put up under the eaves.
‘‘I've been wondering," lie told them,
“whether these have any value.
They
were willed to me a few years before the

THE
war by an old friend of the family.
you toll mo V'

Font
Can

Robert Savage at bis first. glance cried
out iu aslouislnnout.
They wore, lie felt
practically sure, three long-lost pictures
I aimed by a noted Hutch artist.
The
paintings bad been stolen from the Boston
Museum souk* thirty years before, and
doubtless bad been sold to unsuspecting
buyers.
Robert. Savage said that be
would verify bis belief and if it were so,
return the paintings to the museum. When
Savage bit, Thomas dreene felt almost
sure of the thousand dollar reward offered
for their return.
When
the expected
reward
came,
Thomas paid off the mortgage1, bought seed,
and waited new crops.
There was a de¬
mand for all the tobacco they could raise,
and at a good price*.
That spring front a traveler who was
pacing through they beard of a great physieian who lived in Boston.
If only Dick
could have bis care be might be able to
have the wheel-chair be bad been in so
long.
The whole family set their hearts
on
tving money to send Dick to Boston.
Karly in the fall Dick was put on the train
for N( w England,
lie was there in Bos¬
ton all winter. After be bad been there
nearly eight weeks, be wrote home saying
that the doctor noted rapid improvement
since bis operation, and that he would soon
be fitting up in an armchair. They never
knew exactly bow well ho was getting on
because be always said simply that be was
“getting better."
They wondered some¬
times if that wore not pure optimism, until
one day early in May, be walked in on
tin m.
He was, of course, a little bent and
lame, but otherwise well again.
Happiness was now complete in the
family.

L. M. M., ’31.

10

('ORSERF
THE HAUNTED HOUSE

I can remember when I was very small
of legends told of a certain bouse in our
neighborhood.

They were really ghost

stories, and for the reason that they arc
fresh in my mind. I will tell you one.
This certain house was the home of a
retired captain and he seemed to be very
happy and contented in bis beautiful home
with all its luxuries,

lie would tell many

interesting tales about his adventures at
sea and people were never tired of listen¬
ing to him.

He would invite all the neigh¬

bors in for some special occasion and have
a feast for them.
11 is house would be dec¬
orated to suit the festival, and bis servants
km. w just what to do, especially the cook,
who was much better than the ordinary.
This retired captain’s name was Smith
and he had a very beautiful daughter,
Mary. Sin* had been educated away and
was very smart. Above all, she had great
beauty which was the pride of her father,
lie waited for her vacations, and just
longed for her arrival. Mary never seemed
to lie quite contented at home, whether it
was the town or her lack of companions no
one knew, but Mary always appeared sad
and lonely until one Christmas she came
1 ome for vacation and brought with her
a young naval officer; then she appeared
very happy and gay. She went to all the
social gatherings that she was invited to
and she seemed to enjoy herself. Every¬
one thought it would be splendid if she
should marry the officer and come home to
live, as her father was getting very old and
feeble. People liked the officer very much,
and they even told the captain as much but
be did not like the officer for some reason
or other and he seemed cross and ugly
when the young man was around.
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Tn the captain's garden, which was very

immediately began to move into the house.

beautiful in summer with its fountains

The

and flowers, was a skating rink which

lived an uneventful life until one evening

family,

including

many

children,

everyone

using.

one of the girls went into a vacant room

Young people in the village came there on

which had been the captain's den : then

evenings and sometimes Mary joined them

began their trouble.

hut she would not go out when the officer

the room as usual but she soon tell back

had

the

privilege

of

The girl wont into

Nights when there was some

because in tbe chair by the window over¬

attraction elsewhere Mary and the officer

looking the gulden she bad seen the figure

would go out together and then the old cap¬

of an old man and looking into the garden

was there.

tain would sit by the window and watch

she could dimly see the figure's of a young

her with the lines deepening on his fore¬

girl and fellow seemingly gliding along.

head.

lie grew so angry with her that,

She was so frightened that she fainted and

one day he called her to him and told her

she must have screamed because some of

if she was going to keep that officer around

her people came running and instantly the

that she could take her choice, either to go

old man disappeared.

away altogether, or to send

mother thought it was merely the end's

away.

the officer

Mary would not do the latter, so

Her father and

nervousness, but she told them t«. watch

one day the old captain told Mary she

for themselves.

might leave his home forever.

They forgot it for a few night- bur in a
short time the father spoke about it.
lie
took bis station where he could wa’di tbe
chair and also get a good view of tlie gar¬
den. He sat there some time and lie felt
almost determined that bis daughter bad
not seen anything when suddenlv lie saw
the thing just as she had described it to
him, and be also recognized the figure* in
the chair as liis distant cousin, tin* cap¬
tain. lie thought no more about it for a
rime hut they were all constantly bothered
by a certain feeling they could not de¬
scribe.
1 lien came news that Mary and
her husband, the officer, had been killed in
a train accident. The cousin's mind was
more ill at ease than ever.
Finally he
moved out and he tried a long time to sell
lief ere begot a purchaser and when he did
he instantly seized the opportunity. How¬
ever, every family that lived there after¬
wards was annoyed, so that finally it was
deserted and looked down upon by every-

She was

very sad, as she knew it would he hard for
him there alone with the servants, but she
knew his mind was made up.
could do was go.

All she

She went with the

young officer and everyone supposed that
she married him.
The old captain lived like a hermit,

lie

did not invite the neighbors in and if they
came he was not very pleasant. He was
cross to his servants and sometimes pun¬
ished them severely. He lived to be very
old and people who were friendly with
Mary said that she had written him many
letters and sent him remembrances but to
no avail. The old captain, who knew he
did not have long to live, went and made
his will, leaving all his wealth to a distant
cousin who was poor.
When the captain died, two years after
the making of this will, the poor cousin

They decided

the\

would.
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Olsen started ahead and I followed; both

quently would run hv it without, looking

Fords gave a few coughs and barks and

and voting fellows who had used the skat¬

were underway.

ing rink would not enter the gate.

his strategy

It

Olsen was using all of

to obtain

speed

from

his

seemed to stand out. as a spectre, whereas

Henry and I was toiling hard to get better

it had been a beautiful mansion.

results from my Lizzie.

This is one of the stories told of the old
house, hut you may form your own opinion
as to the truth of it. To me it. seems
hardly possible.
Nevertheless, it has
haunted many people and probably will
continue to as long as people band down
the ancient legends from one generation to
another.
SI. 0. 0., ’30.

LIZZIE VERSUS HENRY
()n the night of March twentieth, 1 had

r< ached Shaw's store on mv return from
the high .school.
As usual I was inside
the store chatting for a few minutes, when
1 thought I heard Harry Jones with his
airplane.
I rushed to the door just in
time to see a dilapidated piece of machin¬
ery called a Ford stop in front of the store.
Km* a minute I felt rather anxious for the
safety of my Ford, which was parked in
front of the store; hut the pilot of the
racing car. Olsen, was able to apply the
brakes m time to avoid scarring the paint
on my Lizzie.
Olsen and Sawyer came into the store
and got a barrel of water to till the radia¬
tor.
After they had succeeded in filling
it, Olsen challenged me to a race. What
could 1 do but agree?
1 took over the controller of my Ford
and caused the switch to ignite.
Mr. Plummer, my mechanic, turned the
crooked piece of iron in front and we were
soon lined up in the road ready to race.

We rolled down the Front’s Neck Road
neck and neck, past the Post-office, the
greenhouses, the cemetery, on, on we went.
1 advanced my spark to get better results,
Olsen did the same.

Neck and neck we

went.; Olsen’s Ford was beginning to sweat
under the* strain.

It had strained itself in

the radiator, and great draughts of water
were pouring forth.
Yet we went on.
The rate at which we went is not known,
but the telephone poles looked like a finetooth comb.
At about the second mile my Lizzie de¬
veloped

a

skip,

and for an

instant

I

thought the race was lost, but, no,—Olsen’s
spark rod had an argument with the fan
and his car suffered a set-back. On yet
we went. Olsen’s Henry forged slowly
ahead, and 1 gave Lizzie more gas and
spark but with no results. So Plummer
and 1 hunched farther down in the cockpit
to give less wind resistance. In a second
I had gained the lead just as both cars
shot over the finish line. Sly Lizzie was
the proud winner.
S. W. P., ’20.
WHY GO TO COLLEGE?
In the last year of our high school
course, a great many of us are unsettled as
to what we are going to do after we grad¬
uate. Unless we are among those fortunate
persons who have planned and decided
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of our

even though tliev sometimes have all the

future means of getting a living* is facing

powers of wealth.
Those who look at college as a real test,

everything ahead,

the

problem

us with grim reality.
. Some pupils do not see the need of a

an obstacle to he overcome on the road to

college education; they intend just to let

success, and who mean to work hard and

things diift by and setrle in the same old

learn, are the progressive young people

grooves that their fathers have followed.

which

They think that what was good enough for

mind, to appreciate fully the value of a

their fathers is good enough for them.

college education, the students should work

This is looking at life from the wrong
standpoint. This conservative spirit has

character, it increases their reliability and

to he conquered in order for the world to

self-confidence and gives them the neces¬

progress.

sary push to succeed.

In the middle ages this same

this

generation

their way through.

needs.

To

my

The effort forms their

They get to know

attitude was met with, when every re¬

the value of the money they have worked

former was looked upon reprovingly; hut

so hard to earn and of tin* education it buys

without these men we would still he strug¬

for them.

gling under a tyrannical yoke.

Those un-

age us, but to make us strive harder for the

Obstacles ought not to discour¬

pregressive pupils are in for a life of hard

end which we arc after, and when success

work, low wages, with nothing to show for

comes it should he so much the sweeter for

their labors and no accomplishments to

its difficulty.

look hack to and speed them on along the
thorny road to success.

The advantage's of a college education
cannot he over-estimated.

The competi¬

There are others who simply rely on

tion in business is great, and those who are

their parents to pay their way through col¬

best equipped get tin* positions while others

lege.

have to he contented with what is left.

To some of these college life seems

A

a continual round of pleasures, dances, ath¬

high

letics, fraternities, and night clubs.

doesn't compare with the money-making
capacity of a college graduate.
The ad¬
vancement of high school graduates is
much slower than that of college-educated
people, as a rule, because the latter have
the broad background necessary for it.
The social advantages of education are in¬
numerable.
It brings you on the level
with the best thinkers of the age.
It gives
you increased understanding and enables
you to get more out of life. Above all, it
renders you an asset to society and a real
help to your fellow men and your country.

They

look for a good time, not for education.
Tiny want tin* pleasures of life without
taking with them any of its bitterness and
deceptions.
For these, college is worse
than useless.
It is a curse. Their college
years have* been spent unfruit fully, in dis¬
sipated and valueless activities.
They
have acquired the habit of being dependent
on someone who helps them out of their
difficulties. Since they have never done
anything to help themselves, they become
weaklings who are broken down and
crushed at the first stroke of ill-fortune,

school

graduate's

earning

power

U. J. A., ?29.
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THE ADVENTURES OF A

BASKETBALL—AN IMPORTANT

LOLLYPOP

SCHOOL ACTIVITY

I was made from orange-juice4, sugar,
and some sticky substance.

I was made

When the basketball season starts there
is usually a team representing nearly all

in a huge vat, from which I was run out

schools and clubs.

into a culling machine, and from that into

that follow basketball at all try to play an

a great refrigerator to he* hardened around

arranged schedule.

a stick.

size usually play each other, and there is

After I was taken out of the* re-

Nearly all the schools
Schools of the same

fiigerator I was carrie*d away in a truck to

often

a iinle candy store.

schools near each other.

On the* wav them I

gel into a light with a lemon lollvpop.

keen,

healthy

rivalry

between

Basketball is a

factor in bringing school groups together.

II started when lie* said that lemon lollvpeps had it all over orange lollvpops.

did not agree* with him.

a

1

Put he was per¬

It

is a sport that most people enjoy

watching and look forward to.

Many

townspeople follow the games, and nearly

sistent ami at Iasi we* cairn* to blows over

all the students feel anxious not to miss

our

one home game.

disagreement.

Lemon,

lime*

and

grape tried to hold us hack, hut all in vain.
Hr hit me lirst with a left to the* ribs that
< rack* < 1 me pretty badly, hut 1 came hack
with
right to the chin,
lie took a long
nut.
lie had a big crack over his right
< nr. and a multitude of smaller cracks that
I< rked
like the .Mississippi River basin.
He was useless, now, hut it served him
right, for he started it.
I was sorry 1 hit
him so hard, hut 1 was mad clear through
to my stick.
I was afraid the* driver would Hud out
about the light, hut he never did.
1 was
put in a glass case in tin* little store, where
for a while* the* children chose every other
lollvpop just because of tin* cracked place
in ni(*. They'd sav, ‘.‘That one's cracked,''
and I couldn't answer, though I wanted to,
“I'm just as sane as you ever were.”
Finally, I was sold to a little* hov. He
gave me to a little girl, who did not eat me
as I expected, but put me in a little box
with a lot of notes. That's why I'm alive
still to tell this.
I wonder why she did?
S. II. L., ’32.

It is a line thing for a

school to he cheering its team on to victory.
Financially, basketball is one of the best
games.
baseball

Outdoor sports, such as football,
and

track,

cannot

always

be

played on the day appointed because of
weather conditions, hut it is almost always
possible to play oil the scheduled basket¬
ball games.
Even in bad weather, then,
gate receipts are more certain than for
some other sports.
Moreover, in reference
to equipment, it is one of the cheapest
games that can he played. The gate re¬
ceipts from basketball in many schools arc
used to help carry the other sports
In the question as to whether it is the
cleanest game played, I cannot say that it
is, hut one thing is sure, it is less danger¬
ous than football and has no more chances
of injury than baseball.
The strenuous
work of basketball sometimes tells on
players and it must be admitted that it
takes a stronger constitution than baseball,
where half the time you are standing still,
unless you are in the pitcher’s or the
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catcher's box.
As a rule, moreover, players want to
play a clean game. There are really no
hard feelings between the players, al¬
though sometimes the desire to sec the
team come out on top gets the better of the
player.

Hardly ever do players got into

a real anger during the game, lmt if they
do it only hinders in their team-play and is
always liable to make their team

lose

rather than win.
Basketball keeps up the school morale in

several ways.

It is the opinion of some

that if a school does not have a winter
sport like basketball, the students do not
keep up so well in their studies.

Also, the

cooperation of playing in a team, or of
<-heeiing on your team, is good for any
school.

It docs the players good to have

the pupils behind them, cheering them on
to victory.

Often the difference between

victory and defeat is there.

J. M. L, '29.

SUMMER’S FAREWELL

SUNRISE
What a wonderful sight is the sunrise each
morn.
When the sun is beginning to beam!
Have you seen how it changes the amethyst
skies.
Into bright, crimson heavens, supreme?
Have you seen how the sun turns the ocean
to gold,
As it plays o’er the great, rolling waves?
How it soars o’er the tops of the whispering
pines.
And sends o’er the forest its rays?
What a beautiful picture Old Nature can paint.
With a sweep of her silvery wand!
She can dash from the heavens the gay, twink¬
ling stars
And bring forth the bright sunrise of Dawn.
rl hen let’s think of the Present and Future
alone.
And outlaw the Past that has gone:
And when each little “Star of Hope” fadeth,
we know
That ahead, there is Sunrise and Dawn.
F. E. L„ ’31.

GARDENS
O poppies so brilliant, all in a row,
And daffodils slender that I love to hoe.
And wee, modest pansies in colors so gay.
Reflect against ivy in greenest array.
The phlox intermingled with mignonette sweet,
Surrounded by astors, so graceful and neat.
O glorious garden, in thy beauty so bright;
You offer a charm of the purest delight!
When the sun in its ocean of gold fades from
sight,
Methinks of the gardens in thy Palace of
Light.
E. L. C., ’30.

How I love the early morning
In the merry month of June.
When the air is filled with fragrance,
And the songs of birds in tune.
Never with a thought or worry.
Never with a sigh or care,
Everything is clothed in sunshine.
Happiness is everywhere.
All too soon the summer fadeth.
As the autumn draweth nigh,
And the northwinds seem to wrestle
With the south winds, as they sigh.
Soon the leaves are torn from branches,
And the sky all bleak and grey.
Then we say good-bye to summer.
For Old Winter’s on the way.
Short the days and dark the mornings,
Evening shadows fall too soon.
In the air the gentle murmur
Of the merry Yule-tide tunes.
C. E. A., ’31.

IN THE DEAD OF THE NIGHT
In the dead of the night so dark and still,
I sat and watched by my window sill;
I watched for the man in the moon to show,
In the dead of the night his radiant glow.
Yet as I watched and waited there,
Alone in the world without a care.
As I sat alone by my window sill
What was it I saw rise over the hill?
Was it the moon? Oh, no, indeed!
No moon was like that. Why take such
heed?
Yet it was something and something dark.
Yes, ’cause the hounds were beginning to
bark.
Oh! it’s a rider, valiant and bold,
Seeking a princess of whom he was told.
In the dead of the night I pondered alone:
Might I be the princess to sit on his throne?
M. C. S., ’31.
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SUMMER IN THE COUNTRY

THE BROOK
Bubbling, gurgling, flowing on,
Tireless from its steady flowing.
Over twig and under thorn.
With here and there a sparkle glowing.
Merry Brook.
Murmuring songs to Mother Nature,
Chattering to the sweet, pert swallows.
Calling, singing, laughing measures
Bubbling o’er the golden shallows.
Happy Brook.
On its green, soft mossy bank
Whetting, combing its silver wings,
A laughing bluebird sings its thanks.
While glistening silver water clings.
Sparkling Brook.
Twisting, winding all about.
Sparkling, trickling in the green.
Clearly, faintly calling out;
So it will be plainly seen.
Silver Brook.
G. M. D.. *31.

It was a joyous summer’s day.
And gentle was the breeze;
The birds were flitting through the air.
And nesting in the trees.
There in the sweet cool meadows
Was the scent of new-mown hay.
Where the children in the springtime
Had wandered blithe and gay.
Then the sun set o’er the meadows,
And the birds had gone to rest;
Many laborers came home weary.
Home,—the place they love the best.
D. H. (\. *31

WINTER THOUGHTS
When the air is cold and frosty.
And the wintry North Wind blows.
Then it makes you think of summer.
When the scented flowers grow.
You may sit and wish for springtime.
But the winter has full sway.
When you think of spring and roses.
You’re just throwing time away.
So let’s be happy and make merry
While winter rolls away.
And when the spring has wakened.
We’ll be happy, blithe, and gay.
M. C. C\. ’.hi

/Os'

Since the 1D28 issue of Tiie Four
Scarboro High School has taken
part in all the sports which the Ciunbcrlaiul ('omitv Conference has sponsored,
with the exception of baseball, taking part
in the outdoor track meet, the indoor track
meet, cross-country, swimming, and both
bovs and girls basketball.

( \>kni:k*s.

TRACK
An outdoor track meet was held in May,
H*2S, for Conference teams, at the Decring High School Athletic Field, Portland.
As this was the iirst year that the Confer¬
ence had sponsored this sport, only four
schools entered teams. Pennell institute
easily won the meet with 45 points, Free¬
port High was second with 25 points, and
Scarhoro High and Windham High trailed
with 12 and S points, respectively.
An
oak shield was awarded to Pennell to be
held for one year. The summary of the
meet was as follows:

Mile Run—Cole, Pennell, 1st; Sawyer, Pen¬
nell, 2cl; Winslow, Freeport, 3d. Time: 5
min., 16 2/5 sec.
440-yd. Dash—Sawyer, Pennell, 1st; Winslow,
Freeport, 2d; Verrill, Pennell, 3d
Time: 1
min., 3 sec.
SSO-yd. Dash—Badger, Windham, 1st; Frost,
Pennell, 2d; Blackstone, Freeport, 3d. Time:
2 min., 27 4/5 sec.
100-yd. Dash Trials—First Heat—Severy,
Pennell, 1st, Pratt, Windham, 2d, Libby, Scarboro, 3d. Time: 12 sec.
Second Heat—Cole, Pennell, 1st; Miller, Free¬
port, 2d; Bowley, Scarboro, 3d. Time: 11
4/5 sec.
Final Heat—Cole, Pennell, 1st; Miller, Free¬
port, 2d; Libby, Scarboro, 3d. Time: 12 sec.
Discus Throw—Miller, Freeport, 1st; Ran¬
dall, Freeport, 2d; Douglas, Scarboro, 3d; Dis¬
tance, SG ft., S 1/2 in.
Broad Jump—Libby, Scarboro, 1st; Miller,
Freeport, 2d; Cole, Pennell, 3d; Distance, IS ft.
Shot Put—Dalrymple, Freeport, 1st; E. Saw¬
yer, Pennell, 2d; Cole, Pennell, 3d; Distance,
33 ft.. 7 1/4 in.
Pole Vault—Severy, Pennell, 1st; Lorfano,
Scarboro, and Frost, Pennell, tied for 2d;
Height. 9 ft., 6 in.
High Jump—Severy, Pennell, 1st; Libby,
Scarboro, 2d; Frost, Pennell, 3d; Height, 5 ft.,
4 in.
Relay Race—Pennell, 1st.
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CROSS-COUNTRY

On

October

24

wo

went

to

New

(Houcestor and ran the high school there, a
For the fifth consecutive season, Sear-

school

which

wo

had

never

competed

l.oio High was represented in cross-country

against before in any athletic sport.

this year.

course was run in the fast time id ID min¬
utes 15 seconds hv our 1‘reshman star,
Lyons. Wo finished eight men in tin' first
ten, as follows:
Lyons. S: 2. Lihhv, S;
Snow, S; Roekwood, X(» : Morse*. S: Deer¬
ing, S; Ferguson, S; Douglas, S; (Meson.
S; Hall, NO; (Deary. XO ; Heath, NO;
W. Lihhv, S; 1'avlor, NO: Ilawkes, Nvi;
Thompson. X(L

The following men reported

for practice:

Captain Morse, '2D, Doug¬

las. '2D, Pederson, ‘2D, Libby, ?2D, 1 leer¬
ing, *20, 1" erguson. 20, Lihhv, 20, Olcsen,
*21. Pooler. '21. Plummer, '21, Snow, 21,

Re Raps, '22. and Lyons. '22.

Only three

veterans remained from last year but by
faithful practice we had a good condi¬
tioned team hv the time of our first run,
which was held at Windham on October
10.
25-21

We came out on the losing end of a
score, due principally to the fact

that we were not used to such hilly travel¬
ing as we met here,
was as follows:

1 he order of iinisli

Badger, W : Lyons. S;

Cobh, W; Ferguson, S: Plummer. W;
Morse, 8; Randall, W: Libby, S; Lom¬
bard,

W;

McDonald,

W; Deering,

S;

Hawkes, W; Lowell, W : \\. Libby, S;
Morrell. W; Plummer. S: Marston, \\ :
Bradford, W: DeRaps. S; Pederson, S.
Windham ..
ScarLoro .

1
2

3
4

5
6

7 9—25
S 11—31

On October 20 we ran Pennell Institute
over our course and gave them a big sur¬
prise by winning. 26-20, although they
had previously won over W indham by a
decisive score. Sawyer of Pennell easily
won the race in the fast time of 12 minutes
20 seconds.
Following is the order of
finish:
Sawyer. P: Ferguson, S: 2.
Libby, S: Lyons, S: Caswell, P: Frost. P;
McPherson. P: Douglas. S; Snow, S:
Morse. S: Hanson. P: Foster, P: Deering,
S: Yerrill, P; Leavitt. P: Chapman, P:
Liberty. P: Pederson, S; W. Libby, S.
ScarLoro .
Pennell .

2
1

3
5

4
G

8 9—2G
7 11—30

ScarLoro .
New Gloucester .

I he

12 3 5 G—17
4 10 11 12 14—51

On Xovember 2 we compered in ilu*
annual Conference at Corliam Normal
Sell* el and finished in third place, the
saint' as in the previous two years.
The individual runners finished as fol¬
lows: Sawyer, P; Badger, W: Winslow,
F: Lyons. S: Blackstone, F: Caswell, P;
Cobb.

W:

Yerrill,

P:

Tuttle, F; Dalrymple.

Ulrickson,
F: Harmon.

F:
P:

Snow. S: Frost, P: Foster, F: Libby. S;
Winslow, F: Soule. F: Morse. S: McRnn*
ald. W; Ferguson, S: Leavitt. P: Cnmmings, W : Bradford, W: Plummer. \\ .
Freeport .
Pennell .
ScarLoro .
Windham .

3 5 9
1 6 S
4 13 1G
2 7 23

10
12
19
24

11—3s
14—41
21—7::
25—SI

This year our team did not choose t<>
run at tlie annual Armistice Day Legion
Run at Freeport, and. as expected, Free¬
port won this meet and took permanent
p< ssession of the trophy.
I'hrce letter men will lemain in school
for next year's team and they should he a
strong nucleus around which to build a
good team as they were among our leaders
in most of this year's races.
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BASKETBALL (BOYS)

Summary of games:
Nov.

As our principal. Mr. Bessey, took over
the coaching of the girls' basketball team

Dec.

this year, he secured Bobby Agger of Port¬
land to coach the boys.

Coach Agger was

Ian.

selected as all-Bates-Tournameut guard for
the last three years.

Feb.

When he started practice during the sec¬
ond week of November, he had only three
veterans around whom to build a team,
namely, (’apt. Morse, 729, Bowley, '20,
and J. Libbv, '2D, but he developed several
men new to the game and as a result our
school has had one of the best seasons for
several years.

Our squad consisted of the

veterans named and Urquhart, '30, 1 leer¬
ing, ’30. Ferguson, '30, W. Libby, *30,
Douglas, '20, Douglas, '31, Olesen, '31,
Snow, *31. Craig, *32, Lvons, *32, and
Bice, '32.
Before our regular schedule started we
played several class games, in which the
Seniors were champions.
The Seniors
whitewashed the Sophs by a score of 24-0,
which reminds us of a football rather than
a basketball score.
The hardest-fought
battle was between the Juniors and the
Frosh, in which the latter were victorious.
17-10.
A marked feature of our games this year
is that our opponents have been held to
small scores, with the exception of the
Standish game at Standish. but this was
due largely to the fact that three <>f our
regulars were removed from the game on
personals. We trimmed every team in the
League, with the exception of Standish
and Greely, and held them to three point
victories on our home floor. In our league
games our opponents failed to average six¬
teen points in points scored against us.

Mar.

1G
28
28
7
14
2S
4
10
25
1
8
15
27
1
5

(at home)
(away)
(at home)
(away)
(at home
(at home)
(away)
(away )
(at home)
(away)
(at home)
(away)
(at home)
(away)
(at home)

Scarboro 20, Buxton 17
Scarboro 17, Windham 16
Scarboro 17. Freeport 7
Scarboro 19, Standish 24
Scarboro 12, Greely 15
Scarboro 14. Alumni 34
Scarboro 13, Buxton IS
Scarboro 11, Greely 20
Scarboro IS, Standish 21
Scarboro 21, Gorham 4
Scarboro 10, Wells 0
Scarboro 19, Freeport 21
Scarboro 27. Windham 11
Scarboro 16. Wells 20
Scarboro 25. Gorham 9
Scarhoio 259. Opps. 256
INDIVIDUAL SCORING
(tames < lonls Fouls Paints

Libby, c
Bowley, f
Snow, f
Morse, g
Lyons, t
Urquhart, g
Deering, f

45
1 l
15
22
IS
14
15
17
12
3
15
0
1
0
LEAGUE STANDING
Won

6
15
16
9
0
2
1

Lost

96
59
52
43
G

o
1
PC

0
10
1.000
Greely.
o
s
Standish,
.750
5
5
Sea rboro.
500
"
300
Freeport.
3
ooo
—
2
Gorham,
Windham.
8
.111
1
INDIVIDUAL SC ORING IN LEAGl 'K
(tools

Lowe, Gr..
Dolloff, St.,
Cleaves, St..
Shaw. St.,
Nelson, Gr.,
Randall, W.,
DeWcver, F.,
Libby, S,
Winslow. F.,
Rand. St..
Blanchard, Gr.,
Bowley, S..
Boothbv, Gor.,
Fo: bcs. W.,
White, Gr..
Morse. S.,
Snow, S.,
Piummcr, W..
Kdnball. Gor..
Chandler, Gor.,
Moody, Gor..
Dalrymple, F.,
Field, F„
Rowe, F.,

69
49
51
41
39
33
30
34
29
28
20
17
20
17
17
15
12
13
13
10
10

s
7
4

Fouls

Points

14
20
12
6
9
8
13
4
8
6

152
118
114
88
87
74
73
72
66
G2
4G
44
43
42
38
34
33
31
29
27
26
25
1G
15

G

10
O
8
4

4
9
5
3
7
G
9
2
7

on
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worked in the center area and much ol die

BASKETBALL (GIRLS)
The girls' basketball team this year lias
enjoyed the most successful season in the
history of the school, winning eleven games
and losing only two and these by a onepoint margin.

Since the Christmas vaca¬

tion our team won eight straight games.
The results of our games are as follows:
Nov. 23 (away)
Nov.
Dec.

10
6
14
Jan.
4
10
25
Feb.
1
16
S
27
Mar.
1
5

(at home)
(away)
(at home)
(away)
(away)
(at home)
(at home)
(at home)
(away)
(at home)
(away)
(at home)

Scarboro 5S, Hollis 4
Scar boro 51, Buxton 3
Scarboro 9, Windham 10
Scarboro 30, Old Orchard IS
Scarboro 17. Greelv IS
Scarboro 44. Buxton 5
Scarboro 17, Greelv 9
Scarboro 36, Wells 11
Scarboro IS. Old Orchard 6
Scarboro 17, Gorham 15
Scarboro IS. Windham 10
Scarboro 34, Wells 7
Scarboro 21, Gorham 19
Scarboro 370. Opps. 135

The record of our individual scoring is
as follows:
Goals Ovcrhd. Fouls Points

Scamman,
DeCoste.
Jellerson.
H. Harmon.

6S
5S
29
12

5
0
0
0

IS
9
3
1

159
125
61
25

Helen Scamman and Gertrude DeCoste,

success of the team has been due to their
tine passing.

Olive and Hilda have also

played forward in several games.

the

team.
The girls who have attended practice
this vear besides tin* above named, are
Evelyn ('handler. '*>0,

Elizabeth

Shaw.

\*il, Hope Fergatto, '31, Lorena MacMil¬
lan, '32,

Dagtna

Xielsen,

'31,

Almeda

Moulton. '31, Ret a Milliken. '31. Nathalie
Lothrop, '32, and Audrey Turner, '32.
As none of our regulars graduate this
war, wo hope for an even better record
next year.
SWIMMING
The second annual swimming meet of
the Triple G Conference was held in bohruary at tin* Portland ^ . M. ('. A.

Ibis

year a cup was put up for the winning
team, which shall go permanentlv t<» the

both Sophomores, have played forward this

team first winning it twice.

year.

ing schools were entered :

Helen is our high scorer and in the

Mr.

Bessey, our principal, has coached

1 he follow¬

Standish High.

game at Gorham made every point for

Windham High, Freeport High. Greek

Scarboro.

Institute, Pennell Institute and Scarboro
High.
Our team was made up of ('apt Fergu¬
son. '30. W. Libby. *30, ()lesen, '31. Snow,
*31, and ('raig, '32. (’apt. “Flash'* Fer¬
guson and “Diva" (’raig were our stars.
“Fcrgie" winning the dash and placing
second in the backstroke, while ('raig won
second in both front and back dive and
placed third in the plunge for distance.

Gertrude follows closely in her

record of baskets scored.

She starred in

our last game with Gorham by scoring
three difficult baskets from the extreme
corner of the floor in the last three minutes
of the game, giving us the victory by two
]>oiiits. Esther Xielsen, Junior, and Bar¬
bara Harmon, Sophomore, have proven
two of the l>cst defensive guards that the
school has ever had. Esther has been a
most efficient captain.
Hilda Harmon.
Junior, Olive Jellerson. a Junior, and
Marguerite Shaw, a Sophomore, have

Summary of the meet:
40-vd. Dash, Free Style—Ferguson, Scarboro,
1st; Dalrymple, Freeport, 2d; Caton, Windham,
3d. Time: 26 2/5 sec.

run

FOUR

40-yd. Back Stroke—Green, Standish, 1st;
Ferguson. Scarboro, 2d; Varney, Gorham, 3d.
Time: 35 2/5 sec.
Front Dive for Form—Morey, Gorham, 1st;
Craig. Scarloro, 2d; Caton, Windham, 3d.
Pack Dive for Form—Varney, Gorham, 1st;
Craig. Scarloro, 2d; Harmon. Standish, 3d.
Plunge for Distance—Blanchard, Greely, 1st;
Green, Standish, 2d; Craig, Scarboro. 3d; Dis¬
tance, 30 ft., 2 in.
Relay—Windham. 1st; Sea.boro, 2 b
POINT SUMMARY

4U-yd. Dash.
40-yd. Backstrokp
Front Dive for Form,
Pack Dive for Form,
Plunge lor Distance,
Relay.
Total.

5
3
3
3
1
0

33

CORNERS

Broad Jump—Libby, Scarboro, 1st; Severy.
Pennell, 2d; Montague, Greely, 3d; Distance,
IS ft.
Standing Hop, Step and Jumn—Libby, Scar¬
boro, 1st; Ferguson, Scarboro, 2d; Frost, Pen¬
nell. 3d; Distance, 25 ft.. 8 3/1 in.
RMay Race—Scarboro
(Ferguson, Lyons,
Rice, Libby), 1st; Greely. 2d; Pennell, 3d.
Time, 2G 2/5 sec.
POINT SUMMARY
_

_

0
1
5
5
0
0

0
5
0
1
3
0

1
0
1
0
0
5

0
0
0
0
5
0

3
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0
0
0

15 11

9

7

5

3

0

U

20-yd. Dash,
Pu 1 up,
High Jump,
Shot Put.
Eroad Jump,
Hep, Step. Jump,
Relay Race,
Total,

0
8
3
0
5
S
5
29

—

S
0
5
1

1
0
10
1/2
0
3
5

0
0
1/2
0

0
0
0
0

3
1

10
0
0

0
0

0
0

1

3

0

0

0

19 9 1/2

5

1/2

0

WEARERS OF THE “S” IN SCAR¬
BORO HIGH
INDOOR TRACK

Gross-l ■ounlrij

In tin bust indoor track meet sponsored
! v tlx- ( umbrrhind (%mnty Conference at
the y. M. (’. A. on March 23, Scarboro
High was victorious, amassing a total of
20 points, and winning an oak shield for
a year.

(Nipt. 'Morse, ’20
Snow, ’31
Douglas, ’20
Lyons, M2
,T. Libbv, ’20
Bowlcy, ’20, Mgr.
Ferguson, ’30
Basketball
((firls)
(Boys)
Capt. Nielsen, ’30
(Nipt. Morse, ’20
IT. Harmon, ’30
Rowley, ’20
(). Jellcrson, ’30
d. Libby,’20
II. MacMillan, ’30
Frquhart, ’30
G. DeCoste, ’31
I )ouglas, ’20
IT. Scamman, ’31
Snow, ’31
Pederson, ’20, Mgr. R. Harmon, ’31
M. Shaw, ’31
K. (Tiandleiy 30, Mgr.

Caj t. Libby of Scarhoro was high scorer
as he finished first in the broad jump, first
in the hop, step and jump, second in the
high jump and running anchor on the win¬
ning relay team.
20-yd. Dash—Sawyer, Pennell, 1st; Severy,
Pennell, 2d; Nelson, Greely, 3d. Time: 3 sec.
Pull up—Lyons, Scarboro, and Ferguson,
Scarbo o, tie‘for 1st; Montague, Greely. 3d.
IS 1/2 pull ups.
High Jump—Severy, Pennell, 1st; Libby,
Scarboro, 2d; Prout. Cape Elizabeth and Lowe.
Greely, tie for 3d; Height, 5 ft., 2 in.
Shot Put—Dalrymple, Freeport, 1st; Lowe,
Greely, 2d; Sawyer, Pennell, 3d; Distance, 34
ft., 1/2 in.

Swimming
Capt. Ferguson, ’30 Olesen, ’31
W. Libby, ’30
Craig,
Track
Capt. J. Libby, ’20 Lyons, ’32
Ferguson, ’30
Rice, ’32

A Bk.vl Joke

I. P., '31:
ioke.'
G. 1).. '31:
yourself.

“L've thought of a good
“Oli. get your mind oil

.V (iLOKlOl S l4 rTI’RE

11. T., *20:
“What would you do,
Hilda, if you had only two weeks to live
11. II.. '30:

“Silly.

I'd get a perma¬

nent wave."

Some Ciik.'kk.n !

Miss G.: “Snow, what is the most use¬
ful animal?”
Snow. ?31: “A chicken.
Miss G.: “And, why a cliieken ?"
Snow, 531: “Because you can eat him
before he is born and after he is dead.*’

The Besse System—Monthly Bank
Downs

Mr. L. (in American History class):
“In
what were the .North and the
South doing?"
0. IN, ?30: “I rving to pull each other's
hair.”

.1. K., '30: “Did 1 pass that fifth te-t
in English. Mr. Lytle?
Mr. L.:
“According to my records,
John, you haven't taken it yet.

Me. Myself ani> I
Mo went walking down the st:cci.
Myself, she went too.
And 1 lollowed on behind
To sec what we would do.
Me turned my ankle and fall down.
Myself, she fall down too.
And 1 just stood still
And laughed and laughed at us two.
Me got so mad I ran home.
Myself, she got mad too.
And l got so scared 1 ran
Right away from us two.

How Firm a Founoation

How Time Flies!

E. S.. ?29: “Why does a stork stand on
one leg. Marjorie?"
M. C\. 730: “I couldn't even guess."
E. S., *20 : “Because if he lifted it he'd
fall down.”

(’. I’., '30: “Say. Shrimp, what time
is it ?"
K. !>.. '20: “Isn't your watch going?'7
C. U., '30:
“Worse than that, it's
gone."

TUK

FOUR

A Square Oral

II. S., '31:
‘‘What shape is a kiss,
Kr( ddie
F. R., '.‘52 : ‘‘(iivo me mie and we'll call
ii square/’
Kaliin^ in pole vaulting, Danny Snow
injured his hand.
A week later, when he
was getting hotter, he asked fhe doctor,
anxiously, “When this hand of mine gets
well, shall I he able to jilav the banjo?”
“Ct rtainlv you will," said the doe,tor.
“Thanks, you're a wonder.
I never
could before hut I've always wanted to."
Swkkp Him Out

Phillips, being ealled to the principal's
office, was asked, “Why were you absent
fr< m sell* o! last week?”

CORN FRF
lx

Ora Brilliant Fresh max English
Class

Miss K.: “Why do words have roots,
(’raig ?”
Craig: “So they will grow.”
Miss R.: “Give a root, and its deriva¬
tive, Front ?”
Front: “Cat’s a root, kittens the de¬
rivative.”
Miss R.: “What’s an egg?”
('lark: “A noun.”
Miss R.: “What is its gender?”
Waltz: “Well, von can't tell until it's
hatched.”
Miss R.: “What is trousers?”
('lark: “A noun.”
Miss R.: “What is its number?”
Lyons:
“Singular at the top
plural at the bottom.”

and

“Oh, 1 had the chimney disease.”
“('hinnies disease, what’s that ?"

“Flu."
Laughton
(studying
iiiiiid<«I!y n ads aloud) :

On, Daddy, Is There a Santa?
W. L., '30: “I suppose you still be¬
lieve in Santa Claus?”

French, absent“de t'adore."

I Jerry < who sit> beside him, whispers) :
“Aw, shut it yourself."
Xorman Morse had just finished read¬
ing Mdward Everett Hale's, “The Alan
Without a (’ountry" and as he laid it down
he sighed and said :
“I cannot imagine anything worse than
a man without a country."
“Oh, I can," said Bernice T.
“Why, what?”
“A country without a man.”
Mr. L : “Yes, drink is a curse. If all
the public houses were at the bottom of the
sea, what would he the result;?”
Class (in unison):
“A lot. of folks
would he drowned.”

G. I)., '31: “Yes, indeed,
just your opposite.”

lie’s a guy

Hazel M., ’30: “Papa, dear, I feel it
in my hones that you are going to buy me
a new Faster hat.”
“Which hone, darling?”
“My wish-bone.”
Sink KKS

After a lesson in bread making in Home
Economics, Olive J., ’30, prepares biscuits
for the home dinner.
“I wish that you would let your mother
hake the biscuits after this, Olive,” her
father said.
“And why, daddy dear?”
“Because you arc too light for such
heavy work.”
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H. S., ’31 (translating French. “Elle a
deux portes et quatre fenetrcs.”):

‘‘She

has two doors and four windows."
Miss 0.

(in

Biology, discussing the

structure of the tongue):

“V hat happens

when you hum your tongue. Beta (
“It hurts."

Goliath—Walter 1 )ouglas.
Tillie the Toiler—Marguerite Shaw.
Mickey McGuire—Irving Peterson
Boots—Elizabeth Shaw.
Maggie—('lara Storey.
J lggs— Brhain Arehamhault.
Buck Rogers—Theodore Olesen.
('am O' FI age—Geneva Meservc.
Poppa—Stanley Pederson
Found on Some Bioi.ooy Pacers

See Yor in the Funny Papke

Pa Perkins—Freddie Rice.
Ma Perkins—Gertrude DeCoste.

“The spinal column contains the heart,
lungs and food pipes."
“Yeast plants grow veast cakes."

Polly—Pauline Frederick.
Pearl—Ruth llannon.
Happy Hooligan—Tolin Ferguson.
Bubbles—Kina Andersen.
Bunker Hill—Ralph Berry.
Bibsy—Hilda Hannon.
Toots— 1 )agma X iclsen.
Caspar—\Varren I .i 1 >by.
Buttercup—Ernest Bowley.
Mrs. Katzen jammer—Emma Jenkins.
The Captain—Elmer Sawyer.
Hans and

Fritz—Sidney Pooler and

Ezra Craig.
Dot and Dash—Eleanor Davis and Vir¬
ginia Lcarv.
The Van Swaggers—Helen Scamman
and Joe Libby.
Elmer Tuggle—Lewis Faulkingham.
Andy Gump—Clayton Frquhart.
Minerva—Delia Smith.
Barney Google-—Daniel Snow.
Toni Sawyer—II as well Turner.
Skippy—Stanley Clark.
Orphan Annie—Ruth Pillsburv.
Uncle Walt—Mr. Bessev.
Skeezix—Harlan Plummer.

On,

Polly!

Mr. Lytle (in English II):
“Miss
Frederick, who was Endymion • '
“All I can remember is that he was a
very beautiful youth."
“Oh, you do always remember the pretty
hoys, don't you
In the Office

One of the Freshmen boys, after being
sent out of class about four times was
taken into the office by the principal. One
of our reporters overheard this:
Principal: “You know, my boy, this
hurts me as much as it does you."
Freshman (sobbing): “Yes, but not in
the same place.”
Miss G. (in Biology): “What happens
if you stop breathing through the nose?”
E. A., ’31: “You lose control of it.'’
Hot Stuff!

Frenchie, '20: “I expect to graduate
with a hundred and three degrees in June.”
Shrimp, ’20: “How's that?”
Frenehie: “I shall probably work my¬
self into a fever when 1 speak on gradua¬
tion day.”
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I. I\, ’31 : “How can you tell liovv olcl
a chicken is?”
(\ l\, '30: “Bv her teeth, of course.”
I. 1\, '31 : “You poor prune, a chicken
has no teeth.”
(T., '30: “Xo, but. I have.”

37

A Close Suave for Shrimp
B. IT., ’31: “Ernest Bowley, do you
realize that you just missed that man cross¬
ing the street ?”
E. B., ’21): “Shucks, Gram, you can’t
expect me to hit them all, can you?”

Speaking of telephones, here’s some¬
thing to wonder about — “Why are the
wrong numbers never busy?”

H. I\, ’31 : “Why is a woman darning
stockings deformed ?”
O. F., ’31: “Because her hands are
where her feet belong.”

K. S., '31 : ‘'Where does Dagmar Nielsen g<*( her good looks from, her lather or
her mother
B. F., '31 : “From her father, he keeps
a drug store.”

On, Goody!
E. S., ’32 (reverently) :
“I can see
good in everything in the world.”
X. R. I\, ’30: “Can you see good in a
movie theatre when you first go in?”

X

r.M HER,

Please ?

Los r. Strayed or Stolen ?

In Home Kconomics, E. 1)., *32, is rush¬
ing around excitedly.
Miss (i.:
“What is the matter now,
Eleanor ("
E. 1)., '3:2: “I washed a piece of dirty
ice in some hot water and now I can't find
it.”
Turner, *31: “I wonder what makes
the water so salt ?”
Knight. '31 : “It's probably the reac¬
tion from seeing so many fresh guys
around."
We Wonder Wily

Bridget likes to Waltz at Craig's?
Hazel doesn't care for hothouse flowers?
Trudie mixes Berrys with Rice?
Marjorie wants to collect Morses?
11 ilda wants a Bob ?
Warren would like to visit Virginia?
Elna enjoys the Snow in the winter?
Harvey enjoys Knights better than
days ?
Marguerite wants a Plummer?
Lyons like Olives?

Camouflage

J. L., ’29: “Well, you seem to be the
same old girl.”
IT. S., ’31: “Do you mean to say, Joe
Libby, that all the paints, powders, and
creams I’m spending money for aren’t
making any difference in me?”
Which Is Which ?
Trailing skirts and
Short bobbed hair,
You can see them everywhere,
And their hair of golden hue
With their eyes of pretty blue.
Teacher or pupil
It’s hard to say
Which is which nowaday.

Mr. B. (in Business, after discussing
the appearance of a prosperous business
man, asks) : “Why is a successful busi¬
ness man usually bald, Libby?”
Libby, ’30: “Because he always comes
out on top.”
Well, Well, Well

Miss R. (in English IV) : “Give me a
sentence using the word ‘artesian’?”
XL M., ’29: “Johnny and Jimmy ar¬
tesian the baby.”

:>S

THE FOVR CORXEHS
( i.axc, Claxo !

Mr. I,. (in English 11): “Why don't
von answer me, Burnell
A. B., '.‘>1 : “I did. I shook mv head."
Mr. L.: “But vou don't expect m<» to
hear it rattle* wav down lu*ro, do yon

Mr. B.: “What was unconstitutional (
X. M., '2D: “Whatever he was talking
about."

IIot Don!

.1. Me., '31 : “Say, that kid (speaking
of i :ie of ‘lie Sophomore girls) ought to he
sere cued.*
S. 1\, '31:
“Vou mean put on the
screen
.1. Me.., '31 : “Xo. behind it."

T. ()., ’31 : “What kind of a dog haw
you there
R. B>, ’31: “Why, er-er. lie's a (»erinan police dog.’'
T. ().. '31: “Well, he certainly don't
look it."
R. B.. '31 : “Oh, lie belongs to the se
eret service.
lie's disguised himself."

Mr. L. (in American History) : “What
was said of (’alhoun's Exposition and Bro¬
il sis, Morse i
X. M.. '2D: “That it was unconstitu¬
tional."

Here lies till Gabiiel’s trumpet peals
The bones of Clayton Urquhart.
He dozed while holding his steering wheel,
And woke up holding a harp.

A Bom k
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S( ))t. 10.
Srhr.nl opened with a class of
twenty-eight fi( shiiicn entering. We were
glad to have Mis. Libby on our corps of
teachers again, ami we also W(‘Iconic*I Miss
(1 reen of Weston, Mass.
Si pi. 17.
Beginning of the school sub¬
scription drive for the Curtis Publishing
(ompany.
Sc»pt.
class.

The

A big event for the entering
Freshmen Reception!

Sept. -1. -rrhe green team was victori¬
ous ov( r the ml team in the subscription
drive.
Fifty dollars was cleared.

First prizes awarded members for the
year’s work were as follows:
Pincushion—Olive Fielding.
Rim ait Scarf—Hope Fcrgntto.
()verdrapes—Hope Fergatto.
Sheet and pillow slip—Lillian McGullough.
Rurcau set-—Barbara Harmon.
Stenciling—Olive Jellerson.
Red room set—Ella Sawyer.
Mirror—Reta Milliken.
Flowers and vase—Reta Milliken.
Boudoir stool—Evelyn Chandler.
Towel—Bern ice Thibeau.

Sept. :i7.
Scarhoro Fair—we had half
of the day otf.
Sejjt. 2S-:U>. -The Senior House Party
at Sehago Fake.
Oct. L—(Iiris’ first practice in Glee
(luh under the leadership of Miss Green.

Pillow slips—Hope Fergatto and Ber¬
nice Thibeau.
Quilts—Marjorie Milliken.
Rug—I )agmar Nielsen.
(’urtains—Dagna Olesen.
( best—Marjorie Milliken.
Door rest—Marguerite Shaw.

()et. 12.- Columbus Day.

No school!

Oct. 17.—Our local -1-11 Club contest.
A program was given which consisted of
reports from those attending Springfield
Imposition, who were Dagna Olcscn and
Thornton Woodward.
There were club
songs and a reading by Pauline Frederick,
with remarks by Mr. Shiblcs and iMr.
Rowe.

Painted piece—Marguerite Shaw.
Oha i r— AI a rguer i te Shaw.
Laundry bag—Clara Storey.
Table— Barbara II armon.
La m p— 01 i vc J el lerson.
Bed spread—Olive Jellerson.
Window pulls—Clara Storey.
Lamp shade—Olive Fielding.

THE four corners
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Pillow—Lillian McCullough.
Boudoir cushion—Marjorie Miiliken.
Boudoir doll—Bernice Thibeau.
Tie hacks—Olive Fielding.
Oct. 10.—Cumberland County 4-11 Club
Contest-

The annual meeting and ban¬

quet was held at the Chamber of Com¬
merce Building, Portland, Me.

We had

three county champs—Lillian McCullough
in Room Improvement, Warren Libby in
Poultry Management, George Douglas in
Beans.
Oct. 20.—Defeated Pennell, last year’s
champs, at home, in cross-eountrv, by a
score of 26-30.
Nov.

3. — Annual

Triple

C

Cross-

Country Run at Gorham Normal School.
Many ‘’loyal rooters" attended.
Nov.

13. — Basketball

practice

com¬

Dec. 14.—Christmas Tree in the gym.
The biggest feature was an original play
put on bv the Sophomores.

Nov. 16.—The opening of the basketball
A banner crowd attended and

over fifty were turned away.
Nov. 10. Opening of our school bank.
Mrs. Stevens, of Portland, was in charge
and the tellers appointed from students to
carry on the work were: Warren Libby,
Journalizer; Marjorie Clark, Ledger
Clerk: Marguerite Shaw, Receiving Tel¬
ler; Hazel MacMillan, Supervisor.
De¬
posits taken in the first dav amounted to
$9.75.
Dec. 8.—Senior Fair and Three-Act
Drama. “Hurry ! Hurry! Hurry I’’ Scene:
Act I, living room in the city home of the
Hookers; Act II, the same; Act III, the
same.
The cast of characters:
Mrs. Hooker . Hazel MacMillan
Mr. Hookei . Stanley Pederson
Floy Hooker . Rachel Shaw

Games and

refreshments completed tin* program.
Die. 14-31.—At last!

Two weeks’ va¬

cation.
dan. 11 .—-Teachers' Convention.

No

school.

dan. 15.—No school on account ot storm.
dan. 31.—Midyears!
Feb. 3.—End of the first semester.

Mr.

Bi-sscv gave a talk at assembly on “How
we mav improve our school.

1 he honor

students for the semester were: Avia age
of A—Marjorie ('lark. Frances Loihrnp,
Prhain

mences.
season.

Ted Stone .. Clayton Urquhart
Steve Hooker . Ernest Bowley
Jack Crandal . Norman Morse
The Maid ... Clara Storey
Leticia Frown . Ruth Pillsbury

Arehambauh,

Almeda

Moulion:

Average of B—Lillian McCullough, Nor¬
man

Morse,

Marion

Douglass.

Delia

Smith,
Nathalie
Lothrop.
Ruthanna
Knight. Stanley Pederson, Warren Libby,
Eleanor Davis, Dagmar Nielsen. G*..rgo
Douglas, Barbara Harmon, Hope Eergatto, Evelyn (’handler, Ruth Pillsbury,
Howard Lyons. Dorothy Clark and Rachel
Shaw.
Fell. 14.—A Valentine Party was held
in the auditorium.
Joke valentines fur¬
nished much amusement.
Feb. 22.—Washington’s Birthday.
Fel>. 23.—Our swimming team returned
champions from the Triple O Swimming
Meet.
Mar. 4.—Town Meeting.
An after¬
noon off.
Mar. 11.—Honor parts for Senior class
were announced:
Prhain Arehambault,

T1IE FOUR CORNERS
first honor; Stanley Pederson, second hon¬
or: .Norman Morse, third honor.
Mar.

1"».

the speaker.
Mar. 21.

The Glorious Whitewasher . Swain
Ezra Craig

S.

A Retrieved Reformation . 0. Henri/
Ruth Pillsbury

f).

A Dream Boat Passes By .. Lcmarc.
Girls’ Glee Club
Michael Strogoff, Courier of the Czar
Verne
Stanley Pederson

10.

An American Citizen ... Crawford
Hazel MacMillan

11.

How Ruby Played .. Anon
Norman Morse

12.

“Whoa,

A talk to the students con¬

cerning the C. M. T
ningham ot

7.

Temperance Day observed

with the Pew Mr. Wilson of Dnnstan, as

(*. by Captain Cun¬

Fort \\ illiams, who was in-

troduecd by Lieutenant Littlejohn.
Mar. 22.

The Kleventh Annual Prize

Speak in"' (’on test :
Piano Solo ... ..
Richard Waltz

Selected

Invocation .. Rev. E. L. Wilson
1. How We Hunted a Mouse .. .. Jenkins
Ernest Rowley

Until

There. January” ...
Lillian McCullough

were awarded first prizes.
and

3.

Jean Valjean and the Bishop ..
tleorge Douglas

able mention.

•i.

The Death Disc . Swain
Pauline Frederick

. Hugo

The Old Road ../. P. Scott
(lirls* dice Club
5.

1 Am an American ... Lic'jcnnan
Harlan Plummer

G.

His Soul does Marching On . Andrews
Rachel

Shaw

Anon

Pillsbury and Stanley Pederson

De Stove Pipe Hole . Drummond
Hilda Harmon

2.
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Fzra

Craig

were

Rachel Shaw

awarded

second

prizes, and Hazel MacMillan won honor¬
Until Pillsbury was chosen to represent
us at the State Spear Contest at Augusta,
while Stanley Pederson was chosen as our
representative at the County Contest at
Peering High School.
Mar. 22-Apr. 1.—Spring vacation.

o

CLASS OF 1928
William A. Faulkner, employed as re¬
porter for the “Portland Evening News/
Frances L. Bowley. employed at T. A.
Co., Portland, Maine.

lluston

Thornton 1). Woodward, at home, Scar1)0 ro.
Dagna C. Olesen, employed at Little
Fashion Atelier, 1 SI State Street, Port¬
land, Maine.
Stanley M. Harmon, a student at North¬
eastern University, Boston.
Constance C. Higgins, at home. Searboro.
Chester II. Scamman, a student at the
University of Maine.
Henrietta Mcserve, a student at Gorham
Normal School.
Gerald T. Pillsbury. a student at North¬
eastern University. Boston.
Lloyd C. Douglass, at home, Scarboro.
Delila T. Woodward, at home. Searlwo.
Ralph P. Lorfano, at home, Scarboro.
Gertrude A. Pooler, at home, Scarboro.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
Mary Pederson, ‘27. is editor of the

Gorham Normal Annual, “The Green and
White."
('luster Scamman, l . of M.. ‘32, is a
number of the University hand.
Agnes Lund, 23, went to California
last winter. She is staying with Mabel
Libbv, '24.
Ira Milliken, ‘27. Stanley Harmon. '28,
and Gerald Pillsbury, ‘2s, entered the
Northeastern University, situated in Bos¬
ton, in January.
Elizabeth
Blue Point.

Knight, *2<>, is tea.-liing* at

Clarence Peterson, ‘23, is working for
the International Harvester (
. Ohio.
His wife and son. William, are staying
with her parents at Toronto, ( anada.
Leonard “Pat" Emmons, ‘22, brought a
basketball team, of which he is a member
and player, from tin* Y. M. C. A., Abington. Mass., to Scarboro to play the Black
Point Boys' Club. The game took place
in our High School gymnasium, February
10, 1929.
Fred Richardson, 2<h is postman for R.
F. 1). No. 1. Scarboro. which was started
last December.
Stephen Larrabce, ‘24, is working for
the Chile Telephone Co., L. T. I)., Santi¬
ago. Chile, South America.

THE

FOUR

Mary Pillsbury, ’26, is studying at (he
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CORSEUS
Martha Pillsbury, *23, Otis Lilly.
Emilia Olesen, ’26. Irvin Long.

Rope rtory Theatre, Boston, Mass.
I.ois Pillsbury, *26, is studying music*
at the* South Knd Music School, Boston,
Mass.

Ruth C. Ilodginan, ’26, Lawrence Jor¬
dan.
Robert \Yinship, '27, Virginia Coffin,
*26.
Helen Bowlcv,’27, Philip Cower.

CHILDREN OF FORMER GRADUATES OF S. H. S.
Ruthanna Kni ght. *31 ; daughter
Mrs. Clara ( Pillsl uirv) K night. 6.7.

BIRTHS
of

Joseph Libby. *26 ; son of 1 > cr ley
Lihhy. ‘6.7.

E.

Wa rnn Lihhy,
Lihhy. *6.7.

().

Reta

*60 ; son of John

M illikeu. *31 : daughter of 1 .i< la

( 1 laiinnu

\

M ill ikon, *02.

Ella Sawyer, '.*>1; dauglitCT of Dollie
(( 7irler ) Sawyer, ’03.

Ercdci ic II. Rice*, ‘>2 ; son of Gladys
t \\ aterliniiM > Rice, ’ 1 1.
Virginia la ary, *32; daughter of Arlene
( 11 armoii

1

I a*a r\, * 1 2.

Daniel

Eugene, son of Mr. and

William Roeliek.

Mrs.

Mrs. Rodiek was for¬

merly Helen Lihhy, MO.
Marilyn Barbara, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Robe rt Winship.

Both are graduates

< f Sen boro High School, Mr. Winship in
the (’lass of 1627 and Mrs. Winship (Vir¬
ginia Coffin) in 1626.
Paul Weston, son of Mr. and Mrs. Ru¬
dolph C. Douglas.

Mr. Douglas was grad¬

uated with the class of 19It).
William, son of Mr. and Mrs. Maurice
Rluiland.

Mrs.

Rlmland was formerly

Rachel Shaw, *26, and Marguerite
Shaw, -I I : daughters of Dorothy ( M iller)
Shaw, *0 1.

Miss Ruth Ilcald, ’22.
Lois Elizabeth, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Lowell F. McLaughlin. Airs. Mc¬
Laughlin was formerly Aliss Hazel Morse.

MARRIAGES

James E., the* second child of Air. anel
Mrs. Maurice E. Plowman.
Both are
graduates of Searhoro High School, Air.
Plowman in the class of 162.7 and ATrs.
Plowman (Tena P>. Me Kearney) in the
c lass of 1626.

Ravmond Sargent, *16, Beatrice llurrell. '
Rudolph 0. Douglas, *16, Mildred
Libby.

SCHOOLS

RECEIVING

OUR

PAPER

192S

^ ork 11 igh School.
(luilford High School.
Sangerville 11 igh School.

Hesse 11igh School.
\\ (slhronk High School.
\\ i 11 < 111; 1111 11 iith School.

South I’.iii- High School.

Limington Academy.
K<nnebunkport High School.
Iiridgton Academy.

I>nxfon i I igh School.
*1

;ickn 1; 111 High School.

Pennell 1 nsfitute.

Old ( hvliard 11 igh School.
Xorwjiy High School.
(lively Institute.

X. II. I\iy High School.
South Port hind 11 iiih School.
Xoith Her wick High School.
Sun ford High School.

I Jeering 11 igh School.
Waterboro High School.
Port hind High School.
New (iloucestcr High School.

Presijue Isle High School.
Freeport High School.
I Berwick Academy.
Par Ilarhor High School.
Mechanic Falls High School.
Lee Academy.

SCHOOLS FROM WHOM WE HAVE
RECEIVED PAPERS
W11 at Wk Think of You

77/e Oceanic:
Your hook is very inter¬
esting, hut a few more jokes might add to
your book.
The Si(/nel:
Your book is splendid.
Your exchange department was excellent.
The (f reel a Annual:
We arc always
glad to set' your interesting book.
The l)ilcl:
Your alumni department
is very good.
We hope to see you again
in the near future.

We arc very glad to
our exchange list.
Many
on your first issue.
A our
verse department was very
It is an especially good book.

The Lire Wire:

add you to
compliments
literary and
interesting.

77//*;
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The 1 Yindvnian:

Font CORXHRS

I think a few more

Your alumni depart¬

ment is extra good.
The

Crescent:

is one of our host

\Ye

have

also

received

tin*

wet kly or monthly papers :

The literary depart¬

ment was very interesting.
larger exchange

It

hooks received this year.

editorials would add to your hook.
Pine Xeedles:

77/r ('ad arc ns:

depart incut

I think a
would

im¬

prove* your book.
Orange and lllarl::

Your hook is al¬

ways good, and we all enjoy it.

77/e Hales Student.

The 11 chroninn.
Tincrxni Colletfc A eirs.
South Portland High Prim.
Sanford Iliiili Red and White.

following

THE KENNEDY STUDIO
Herbert S. Kennedy

12 Monument Square
Portland,

•

•

Maine

CLASS PHOTOGRAPHER 1928
Telephone Forest 6113

Pleasing You Keeps Us In Business

Compliments of

BURNELL’S
UP-TO-DATE CAMPS

PERCY LYONS

LUNCHES, FRIED CLAMS and
FILLING STATION
Scarboro,

Maine

TEXACO FILLING STATION
Oak Hill

LIBBY’S FRIED CLAMS

GAS AND OIL
Cigars

-

Tobacco

-

Candy

Reasonable Prices

Spurwink Road
HIGGINS BEACH

Camps
E. K RACK.

Prop.

Telephone Scarboro 108-5

GREEN GABLES
INN AND CABINS
Cape Elizabeth, Maine
"The House Beside the Sea

Rooms and Cabins With or
Without Bath

All Modern Improvements

Compliments of

Private Bathing Beach
Tel

MR. and MRS.
A. RALPH LIBBEY

Forest 1 28}

C. SWETT. Mgr.

Compliments of

H. W. URQUHART
Compliments of

JOHN H. DREW
Compliments of

HAROLD SARGENT
HIGGINS INN

Compliments of

Higgins Beach

WILLIAM J. ROBINSON

£. S. Higgins. Prop.

Compliments of

Telephone Scarboro

MR. & MRS. O. C. LILLEY
Compliments of

Mr. & Mrs. A. F. Woodward

The Marshview
P. M. SCAMMAN, Prop.
SHORE. STEAK and CHICKEN
DINNERS

Sai ads and Special Dishes Daily
Telephone 144
WEST SCARBORO,

MAINE

EVER ROLL A SNOWBALL
7'bc ball is small at the start, but constant rolling
causes it to grow larger and larger. A savings
SAVE
account may start small, but if kept rolling by regWHILE YOU ular deposits, with added interest, it grows surpris¬
es TV
ingly fast. And remember, a savings account, even
small, is better than none. Have YOU a Savings
Account?

Interest from Day of Deposit at This Bank

Maine Savings Bank
244 MIDDLE ST.

BRANCH, 536 CONGRESS ST.

ESTABLISHED 1884

H. A. I.AFOND. Prop.

LAFOND & COMPANY
DRY and FANCY GOODS
Department Store
854-856 MAIN STREET,

WESTBROOK, MAINE

OCEANSIDE HOTEL
Higgins Beach
Telephone Scarboro 108-2

A. J. HARMON, Prop.

Majestic Radio

McCall Patterns

WESTBROOK REMNANT STORE
UPSTAIRS. BUT IT PAYS

Westbrook,

-

Maine

Scarboro's Nearest and Best Shopping Center

Singer Sewing Machines

Hemstitching

PINEHURST POULTRY FARM
A. W. Hodgman
BREEDER OF S. C. R. I. REDS
Eggs for Hatching — Baby Chicks in Season
Telephone 132

OAK HILL, SCARBORO

The Largest Furniture Stores
of York County
Pay us a visit—see our two great stores
of guaranteed

furniture of quality.

You don’t know that we can save you
money until you get our prices.
Call on Us and Bf. Convinced

H. P. ATKINSON & SONS, INC.
Biddeford

—:—

Saco

OLDSMOBILE and VIKING
CARS

I. E. WILLEY
Telephone Scarboro 47-2

SCARBORO, MAINE

CLARENCE THEOBALD. President

F. M. BARTLETT. Treasurer

SCARBORO MOTOR MART
INCORPORATED

Whippet — AUTOMOBILES — Willys-Kniglit
Phone Preble 2519
Saco Road,

Scarboro, Maine

The Pupils’ Bank

LEARN TO SAVE AND
SAVE TO LEARN
“Book Learning” should include Bank Book learning.
When you learn to save you deal with FACT S. real
business FACTS.

In these days no one is well educated until trained to save.

Some things in life can only be learned through Savings.

KEEP ON LEARNING AND SAVE
LEARN TO SAVE HERE

Saco & Biddeford Savings Institution
SACO

YORK & BOOTHBY COMPANY
ELECTRICAL CONTRACTORS
Electrical Supplies and Fixtures—Atwater Kent Radios
222 Middle Street,

Portland, Maine

Furs Made. Remodeled and Repaired

E. S. MUNROE
FURRIER and TAXIDERMIST
Portland, Maine

64 Portland Street,

Telephone Forest 4536

THE SPORTING GOODS
STORE
Base Ball
Basket Ball
Track Supplies
Bathing Suits
General Line of Sporting
Goods

THE JAMES BAILEY CO.
264 Middle Street
Portland,

Maine

When You Think of Paint—Think of Dupont

A PERFECT FINISH FOR EVERY SURFACE

Made by the Makers of Duco

Sold by Best Dealers Everywhere

Compliments of

S. PEDERSON & SON
Florists
VISITORS ALWAYS WELCOMED
Telephone Scarboro 20

THE SHAW BUSINESS
Prout’s Neck Garage
ACCESSORIES

COLLEGE
Business. Shorthand. Secretarial
and

Cars for Hire

P rout’s

-

Car Storage

Neck, Maine

Burroughs' Automatic Book¬
keeping Machine
J

S

PRATT,

Principal

507b Congress Street
Telephone Scarboro

Portland,

Compliments of

-

-

-

Maine

Morrell’s Jewelry Store
Bridge Street

RUTH WITH AM

Westbrook,

-

-

-

Maine

Compliments of

Compliments of

FOSTER AND AVERY CO.

Howatt’s Filling Station

Compliments of

Danny ’31 and George ’33

Philip Hebert <&. Son
GROCERIES, MEATS

and

ANY NEWS? ? ? ?

PROVISIONS

Call Scarboro 53-11—Ask for
Bill Faulkner

1 Waldo Street, Stroudvvater

Correspondent for

Portland Evening News

ASA M. DOUGLAS
Fred M. Newcomb & Son
General Store

GROCERIES and
Dunstan and Blue Point

GENERAL

RAY LITTLEFIELD, D. C.

MERCHANDISE

CHIROPRACTOR

Scarboro Beach

Telephone Scarboro 41-2
AND

Compliments of

Prout’s Neck, Maine

Mr. and Mrs. Lewis J. Lunn
Pleasant View Farm
Spurwink Road
Compliments of

Compliments of

JOHN J.NISSEN BAKING CO.
Portland,

-

-

-

G. P. S. and J. R. S.

Maine

Compliments of

'

Three Cheers for Scjrboro
High School

A. G. S. and C. H. S.

Compliments of

Scarboro Young People’s Council

OREN HOOPER’S SONS
Compliments of

J. M. L. ’29 and W.

E.

L. ’30

Compliments of
Compliments of

Mr. and Mrs. Irving Sawyer

ALMEDA MOULTON and
HOPEFERGATTO

MERRILL’S LUNCH
57 Oak Street
Portland,

-

-

Maine

Elden L. Merrill, Prop.

TARRY-A-WHILE
F. L. I.EARY, Prop.
SHORE,

STEAK,

and

CHICKEN DINNERS

Telephone Scarboro 79-3

Special Attention Given to Parties

Westbrook Rexall Store
Our Prescription Department has
filled 1*19.450 Prescriptions to date
' HAS

G. W. KNIGHT

A. VALLbE, Prop.

Corner Main and Bridge Streets
Westbrook, Maine

GENERAL
MERCHANDISE

JOHN R. FORTIN

Groceries, Boots. Shoes, Grain,

FURNITURE, RANGES and

Fertilizer and Seeds

FL OOR COVERINGS

West Scarboro, Maine

15 Bridge Street
Westbrook,

-

-

-

Maine

THE PEACOCK
SOCONY GAS

AND

Light Lunches. Cigars and
Candies
Portland Farms,

For

MOTOR OILS

INSURANCE
of any kind

Saco Road

Call
Telephone Scarboro 51-3“*

PLUMMER’S
INSURANCE AGENCY
Compliments of

Mr. and Mrs. H. M. Lothrop

121 Exchange Street
Portland,

•

-

Maine

Telephone Preble 1250

Spurwink Roadside Market
Compliments of
Garden Vegetables
Joseph Lorfano. Prop.

CARL M. MILLIKEN

Telephone Forest 1593-1

Westbrook Garage &. Machine
Shop

Compliments of

Chesterbrook Inn
THE UNIVERSAL CAR

Phone Westbrook 3 10
609-611 Main Street
Westbrook,
Maine

Edna Harding Abbott. Mgr.

THE NEW GREEN

HI - TEST - TYDOL
An Anti-Knock Premium Gas

AT NO EXTRA COST

Motor Oils
Amalie and Veedol
WAYSIDE STORE
Fine Confectionery

- Cooi.

Sandwiches

-

Drinks

-

Frankforts

Ice Cream

Groceries and Cigars

Telephone Scarboro 34

FRANK A. PERRY
PORTLAND FARMS—STATE ROAD

THE GREATER HUDSON
AND

ESSEX THE CHALLENGER
l or us demonstrate to you.
What this snappy car can do.
Underneath the wheel you’ll find
Sjved and comfort both combined.
Essex—The Challenger.
It you need a car today.
Pack vour troubles light away.
Call on us. we ll do the rest.
Here’s the car that stands the test.
Essex—The Challenger.

V. T. SHAW
Authorized Hudson-Essf.x Dealer
SCAR BORO,

Telephone 137-4

Compliments of

GRAY’S PORTLAND BUSINESS COLLEGE
Noah E. Rankin. Principal

390 CONGRESS STREET, Opposite City Hall, PORTLAND, MAINE

BIMSON’S GARAGE
Telephone Scarboro 5211
Genuine Willard Batteries and Willard Service
for All Makes
BLACK POINT ROAD,

SCAR BORO BEACH ROAD

J. RICHARD O’NEIL
(Formerly O'NHIL U CASELI.A)

Manufacturing

JEWELERS
110 HIGH STREET, BOSTON, MASS.

PREP HALL SUITS
$25.00

With Two Trousers
l ine quality blue cheviot suits, tailored expressly for high and prep
school men—Excellent for graduation and general wear

BENOIT’S
PORTLAND

—BIDDEEORD

Telephone Forest 2282

ii. W. MORSE COMPANY
II W. MORSE

Manager

GARAGE
Thornton I Rights, 650 Main Street, South Portland, Maine
REPAIRING and ACCESSORIES
Agents for
Ford Cars. Turner Timers, Goodyear
Tires and Tubes

For Varied Assortment

For Unexcelled Values

For Guaranteed Quality
SHOP WITH COMPLETE SATISFACTION AT

Porteous, Mitchell &. Braun Company
Portland,

■

•

Maine

NATHAN WOOD & SON
Kendall Penzbest Oil differs from most oils in that it is all oil
—all lubrication—super-refined without acid treatments to
the point where it is practically free from any foreign sub¬
stance that can thin out in heat, thicken in cold or carbonize
in your cylinders. It gives you perfect lubrication all the
time—even on the coldest morning.
That's why you get 2.000 miles with one filling of the
crankcase—that’s why you use the same grade winter and
summer.

KENDALL OIL
NATHAN WOOD & SON
428-430 Fore Street,

Portland, Maine

C. S. HARMON
Prout’s Neck, Maine

QUALITY SEA FOODS
Telephone Scarboro

Compliments of

GERBER INSURANCE COMPANY
CLIFFORD C. MITCHELL
GARDEN TRUCK
Spurwink Road
Telephone Forest 1593-12
Compliments of

FREDERICK SKILLINGS

Compliments of

EL WOOD G. BESSEY

S. H. S.. '25
Compliments of

ANNA and MARY WRIGHT

W. G. SHERMAN
Cows

Thornton Heights Barber Shop
Ken Royal, Prop.

TWO BARBERS

Bought, Sold and
Exchanged

Telephone 29-15

GORHAM

Open Friday and Saturday Nights

Compliments of

Compliments of

JOHN O. LIBBY

E. PERLEY LIBBY

S. H. S.. 1895

S. H. S., 1895

RIVER VIEW FARM
MILK

and

CREAM

Fresh Vegetables of All Kinds in Their Season
J. HAROI.D NF.WCOMR. Prop.

G. CLIFFORD LIBBY
GROWER OF GARDEN TRUCK

Telephone 16-15

Scarboro, Maine

Compliments of

LUCIAN T. LIBBY POST, No. 76
AMERICAN LEGION

CHEERFULNESS
is contagious .... so is fashion ....
Women and misses who select their
clothes here acquire a style sense that
assures correctness in all that they wear.

J. E. PALMER CO.
Portland, Maine

Compliments of

LIDA E. LIBBY
Compliments of

“The Four Horsemen”

BLACK POINT COAL CO.
Dealers IN

HIGH GRADE COAL
Agents for New England Coke

Your Patronage Solicited

Prompt Service
President

Vice-President

Stanley Harmon

Gerald Pillsbury

Compliments of

CLASS OF 1928
Secretary

Delila Woodward

Compliments of

T reasurer
Ralph Lorfano

RIVERSIDE INN
Spurwink Road, Scarboro

RALPH HASKELL
Highland Gardens

Noted

Famous Fried Clams

TOMATO PLANTS

Lobster Salad Sandwiches
Mrs. A. H. Mitchell, Prop.
TEL. FOREST 1 593-21

Compliments of

Compliments of

LAURA J. MILLIKEN

Mr. and Mrs. Fred Richardson

Compliments of

Compliments of

Scarboro Kennels
F. Harrigan, Prop.

Mr. and Mrs. Richard Libby

BOB HARMON
GROWER OF FANCY GARDEN TRUCK
Cauliflower A Specialty
Telephone Scarboro 14-11

Compliments of

BEECH HILL SCHOOL
Miss Beatrice G. Berry. Teacher

PAINTING

PAPER HANGING

WHITENING

TINTING

CHARLES E* LIBBY
R. F. D. 6, South Portland, Maine
Telephone Scarboro 45

—Estimates Furnished—

Compliments of

HARRY SMALL

Telephones: Office, Forest 2174—Residence, Forest 2844

N. T. WORTHLEY, JR.
Optometrist — Optician
Entrance to Office in Strand Theatre Lobby
565 CONGRESS STREET,

PORTLAND, MAINE

NEW STRAND BUILDING

Telephone Preble 1010

ATLANTIC GRAIN AND COAL CO.
51 Main Street, South Portland, Maine

COAL

GRAIN

LIME — CEMENT — PURINA CHOWS

Day Old Chicks—Poultry Equipment—Peat Moss Poultry Litter

THE CHAPMAN NATIONAL BANK
Monument Square
A Bank For Everybody
WHERE BANKING IS A PLEASURE

Let Us Help You Save
Wf. Have a Large Variety of Home Banks

Portland,

*

Maine

THE MOULTON HOUSE
E. C. Harlow. Prop

SHORE. CHICKEN AND STEAK DINNERS
BROILED LIVE LOBSTERS
A La Carte
Private Parties and Banquets—Private Dining Rooms

Dunstan’s Corner, on State Highway and Rlectrics

KNIGHT'HOLT CO.
Motor Car Electricians
OFFICIAL SERVICE

Webster Magneto on Stationary Farm Engines
Auto-Lite. Bosch. Brigg and Stratton. Connecticut

MAIN STREET,

SACO, MAINE

Great Meadow Farm

Compliments of

Pasteurized Milk and
Cream

Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Morse
Chas. P. Nutter, Prop.

THE COMMUNITY PRESS

Compliments of

ClirSTbR C

VOSE-SMITH CO.

Pcpperell Square, Saco
Book

Portland,

-

-

-

BURRIIL, Prop.

-

School

Maine

-

Program

Printing

Graduation Presents
Diamonds

P. E. WOODMAN
GROCERIES and

Watches

GEORGE ELLIOTT
JEWELRY
547a Congress Street, Portland, Maine

PROVISIONS

Winslow Building

Fruit

- Cigars
Compliments of

Confectionery, Etc.

Pine Point,

-

•

Maine

F. A. WALDRON & SON
Flour, Grain and Feed

Telephone 13-21
Portland,

-

Maine

Lena Walker. Vice-President

Amy Pederson, President

Compliments of

SCARBORO CIVIC LEAGUE
Mrs. King. Treasurer

Mrs. Flemming. Secretary

“ Dunscroft ”
DUNSTAN

Compliments of

Shore Dinner Specialties
Service from 1 2 M. to 8-30 P.M.
Automobile Parlies Accommodated

SUPERINTENDENT

Over Night
Rooms and Bath
L. P

SKILLIN.

OF SCHOOLS

Prop.

Telephone Scarboro 78
West Scarboro.

Maine

President
George Douglas

V ice- President

Vice-President

President

Dac.mar Neilson Ernfst Bowley

Norman Morse

Compliments of

Compliments of

CLASS OF 1931

CLASS OF 1929

Secretary

Treasurer

T reasurer

Secretary

Frances Lothrop Almeda Moulton Hilda Harmon

Stanley Pederson

President
President

Vice-President

Howard Lyons

Marion Douglas

Hazel MacMillan
V ice-President
Ellsworth Phillips

Compliments of

Compliments of

CLASS OF 1932

CLASS OF 1930

Secretary
Nathalie Lothrop

T reasurer

Secretary

T reasurer

Ezra Craig Evelyn Chandler Olive Jellerson

NORMAN THURSTON
PURE JERSEY MILK
From Accredited Herd

West Scarboro,
Compliments of

“John” ’30—“Dud” ’30
Compliments of

Harlan and Preston Plummer

Compliments of

IRA M. MILLIKEN

•

•

Maine

Compliments of

O. E. SHERMAN & SON
General Merchandise
North Scarboro, Maine

Compliments of

MRS. FRANK A. PERRY

Compliments of

BILL—THE BARBER

ERWIN WOODWARD and

35c HAIR CUT
Corner Cotton and Free Streets
Portland,
Maine

ORMAN PETTIGREW
Compliments of

Compliments of

MRS. HAROLD NEWCOMB
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Libby

Compliments of

MYRON MOULTON

S. H. S., ’09
Compliments of

EMERY MOODY
Cut Flowers and Plants

Scarboro Beach, Maine

MURDOCK CO.

J. E. PALMER CO.

Registerhd Optometrists

543 Congress St., Portland, Maine

Munufacluring Opticians

Women's and Misses’

Y. M. G. A. Bldg., Portland, Maine

High Grade Apparel

Compliments of

Compliments of

Miss Rice and Miss Green

CORA GOOGINS

Compliments of

ARTHUR H. SNOW

Compliments of

LEONARD W. LIBBY
Higgins Beach Farm

Compliments of

Compliments of

LEONA GRAFFAM

HOWARD G. LYTLE

Compliments of

Compliments of

GERALD SARGENT

Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Cobb
Compliments of

Compliments of

PETE ’31 and SHRIMP ’29

ELMER MERRILL
S. H. S., 1918

Compliments of

Compliments of

“Mossy” ’29 and “Pete” ’29

The Deering High School

CAMP BOOKLETS
SCHOOL ANNUALS
COM M E RCIA L PR 1NT1 NG
This Issue of “The Four Corners” Was
Printed By

The Webb-Smith Printing Co.
CORNISH,

MAINE

Compliments of

SCARBORO AGRICULTURAL CLUB
Compliments of

SCARBORO

EARLY BIRDS

Patronize
Our
Advertisers

:
5

■

!

